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THE .LAS VEGAS DAILY OPTIC
VOL. XXIV.

LAL VEGAS, NEW MEXICO,

WEDNESDAY,

-

TIE

PONTIFF

SINKING

STILL

Improvement Resulting from Operation Not
Considerable and Effects not Lasting
DISSOLUTION NOW CONSIDERED IMMINENT

Absolution In Articuio Mortis
.

to be Administered"

at

Once by

Grand Penitentiary Mannutili

ROME, July 8, 11:35 a. m. As can
be seen by the morning bulletin the
condition today la not so fa
pop-e'vorable as it was last night due to
the fact that the improvement after
the operation of yesterday has not assumed the proportions
the doctors
wished. While inflammation
of the
lungs is decreasing the patient's general condition does not improve and
there is a tendency towards a radical
change for the worse. The pontiff
is extremely weak and even chloroform seems to have lost its power to
give the Bufferer relief or tranquil
rest. Besides what depresses thfe
pope is the difficulty he is experiencAt times he aping in breathing.
pears to be upon the point of strangulation and his breathing gradually
becomes weaker until his heart apparently stops.
Another great cause of woif-- for
the doctors is the derangement of the
patient's kidneys as a result of which
blood poisoning is feared. The outlook now is that the pope's life may
perhaps be prolonged more than could
have been expected thirty-sihours
ago, but the hope of his recovery Is
still small.
Cyanosis Disappear.
JOME, July 8, 9:40 a. m. As a
, of Jthe .operation
performed
yesterday the cyanosis of the last Anger joints has disappeared, proving
that It Was caused by vitiated circulation due to the pressure of the pleura
rffn the lungs. .
Physician's Bulletin.
ROME, July 8. The physicians in
attendance upon the pope at a quarter
,

x

to ten this morning posted the following bulletin:
"The night was passed tranquilly
enough, although the pontiff had no
restorative sleep. The pulse was frequent but regular.
Breathing was
free as last night. Condition of pope
does not permit of long examination,
but it seems that pneumonia tends to
solve itself and that pleuric fluid is
not regathering. However, the general condition of the patient is not
the state of depression at
intervals increases." "Lapponi Mazzo-ni.- "
Relatives Want Consultation.

July 8., 6.25 p. m.A tew
moments ago Dr. Mazzoni was suddenly called out of the sick chamber by
Cardinal Rampolla
and a hurried
whispered conversation ensued. This
gave rise to all kinds of rumors but
it was soon explained that Cardinal
Rampolla had taken upon himself the
duty of acting as the mouthpiece fori
some of the Intimate friend? and relatives of the pope who scented
of a consultation.
Dr.
replied that he had not the
least ol5e.ion to such a exultation
but that the symptoms and' course of
th'i dlsef.oe were so clear afd wc-defined as to leave no doubt as l,: ine
diagnosis, therefore he .was unable to
see the necessity for the step pro
posed. No decision has yet been
reached about the matt?.'.
ROME, 7:15 p. m., July 8. As even
ing approaches, the pope's condition
grew alarmingly worse, and there Is
serious fear that he will pass away
during the night.
ROME,

Baptists Meet in Atlanta
ATLANTA, Ga., July
in
nuai international conveotioa of tbe
Union will
Baptist loung People's
open here tomorrow for a cession of
four days. Special trains bringtn
delegates from every section of the
United States and Canada have been
pouring into Atlanta since the first of
the week, and the adln-emof ihU
great organization have literally rup
tured the city. They have ioss?ssi:rt
of a score of the leal'ii'? hotels fror.i
office floor to roof, while accomoda
tions in thousands of private homes
have been extended, either as a wai
ter of hospitality or at nominal rates
Estimates this morumg of the number
of strangers In Atlanta range from
nt
1 to iiweniy-nviuivcu
a
tnousand,
number
of these, however,
goodly
coming trom the principal towns of
this and adjoining states.
ine sessions will be held in the
Piedmont Park auditorium, which 1ms
been prettily decorated for the occasion. Governor Terrell,
Northern and Mayor Howell will de
liver addreses of welcome, a laree
chorus has been rehearsing to furnish
the music.
o
Interstate Tournament.
HUNTSVILLE, Ala., July 8. An in
terstate shooting tournament opened
here today under the auspices of the
Huntsville gun club and will continue
three days. The many valuable prize
offered ha3 attracted a numher
of
prominent marksmen
from various
parts of the country and everything
points to a highly sucessful tourn
ment.
s

.

1

e

Welcomes

Endeavorers. y
DENVER, July; 8. The rush
Christian Endeavor delegates to the
twenty-firs- t
international
biennial
cnventlon has begun, and on every
railroad special trains are being run
at short Intervals, bringing to the
'
city great crowds. Delegates from
Ohio, Indiana, Iowa, Michigan, 1111
nois and from Pennsylvania and other
states of the east poured In in large
numbers during the day, and Calh'or
nla and the Pacific coast are also well
represented. The preparation fotne reception and entertainment of
visitors are elaborate.
The streets
have been strung with lectrlc lights
ana mere is scarcely a building In the
,

-

main thorughfares that doei not
bear yards ct bunting. There are today over 20,000 visitors In the city.
The program proper will open tomor

' row.

:

i

The great tent "Endeavor" with
eating capacity of 10,000, has been
erected in a choice location conveniently near the central portion of the
city.
Meetings will be run almost
continuously In the large tent and in
the several smaller ones close by
from tomorrow until next Monday,
and every church and hall will be
filled Sunday by some of the leading
divines who will be here to address

the

.

delegates.
Among those who are down for set
speeches are Bishop B. W. Arnett, Dr.
Floyd W. Tompkins, Rev. R. A. Tor-rethe celebrated evangelist who has
Just returned from a tour of the
world, Professor Amos R. Wells, Dr.
Francis E. Clark, and Rev. C. H. Tyn
dall. Among the speakers from broad
will be Rev. R. J, Campbell, successor
of Dr. Joseph Parker as pastor of the
Rev. F. J.
City Temple, London;
Horsefleld, England; Mr. B. J. Powell,
Wales; C. Ogawa, Japan, and Rev.
W. M. ITpcraft. China. It is also ex
pected that District Attorney Joseph
W. Folk, of St. Louis, who has made
himself famous by his crusade against
"Doodling" will address the convention on the subject of "Christian
o

Farley's Pallium Arrives.
NEW YORK, July 8. The precious
pallium of lamb's fleece, the Insignia
Of the Roman Catholic archbishop,
was among the possessions of Mgr.
Farley, who arrived in New York to

action had been taken.
I at once
went to the house of the
attorney
general and be informed nie that he
had written nie that morning telling
me it was no use for me to come to
WashinKton.becauee the president had
taken the matter into his own hands
and appointed a man from Michigan,
The attorney general was very polite
of
to me, and while I was polite to him,
MeasI
expressed myself in a dignified way
as very much regretting the appointment of an outsider, pointing out. that
it was. in violation of the national
piaitorm; that we had good men at
home, several of whom were candi
AMERICAN
dates and any one of whom would
All
the position and that
creditably
our people certainly expected a home
man to be appointed.
The attorney
general treated me very nicely and Twenty-on- e
l'cople Killed in Terrible Wreck on Southern Railseemed to regret his Inability to favor
way Kesjionsible Conductor Insane from Anguish.
my view in the matter, as he seemed
to intimate he certainly would have
done had he the power,
While Judge Sulzbacher was here
PORT OF SPAIN, Island of Trini
CHARLOTTESVILLE,
Va., July 8.
In Washington on that day, and while
An investigation today shows that
gunboat
he had a letter for some time on file dad, July 8 The French
persons were killed In th
with the department In Washington Jouffrey passed here last night on her twenty-on- e
asking to be transferred from Porto way to Cludnd Bolivar, Venezuela, wreck of the Southern railway passen
Rico to New Mexico as judge on the which Is In tho bands of the revolu- ger train at RockflBh last nlghi All
occurrence of the first vacancy, still tionists, to protect French Interests the bodies have been recovered ex
collect documents relating to cept that of Passenger Engineer DaI do not think that he ever had any and
promise from anybody that the change claims arising from the revolution, vis. Several of the Injured were In
would be made for him. He denied the postofflce authorities having de- a critical condition and their recovery
to me that he had any intention of tained them for three months past Is doubtful. The cause of the disaster
trying to have the change made. I In order to prevent them being present- has been officially reported aa inat
told him of Uie letter that I bad seen ed to a mixed tribunal. It is reported tention to orders, Freight Conductor.
on file, but he told me thftt he had from Cludad Bolivar, Venezuela, that W. B. Brubeck
reading bis orders to
given that up long ago, and was In Venezuelan government officers yes- mean that the passenger train was
town on other business.
terday captured three American steam- one hour and twenty minutes late,
Then I went to Secretary
Loeb's ers near Apure, and that the revolu- when it should have been twenty minhouse to ascertain whether Judge tionists at Ciudad Bolivar have cap- utes. JJe allowed the switch to reSmith's commission had been sent to tured two American vessels.
main tpen. Brubeck is Insane from
o
mental anguish.
o

WRITES

GUNBOAT

Delegate Denies Reports of Un
dignified Colloquy with the
President and Burrows

But the Man from New Mexico
Impressed his Vicwn with
Dignity and Force

SENATOR.

WASHINGTON, D. C, July 2, 1903.
Delegate B. S .Rodey has written
tc The Optic regarding the widely
circulated report
of his interviews
with the president, attorney general
and Senator Burrow i. as follows:
Sir: Kindly per ait me to cotrect
an erroneous Impression that seems to
have goi.e out over the territory with
reference to my action on the ap
pointment of Judge Smith. Because
of the wild dispatches that were sent
out over the west, the Impression has
been given out over the territory that

Program.

t's

PART I.
CHEV. PIETRO

BUZZl'S SELECTIONS

a. Un Soupir de Faust mslodle.
Strval
b. "In the Shade of the Palm" - Ltslit Stuart
M
."Because I Love You Dear"
Andrew Gillies
C. B. Harvlty
"A Little Boy in Blue" ( Descriptive song)
.
.
Thtodor F. Mors
Mr. R. T. Blair
"I Dreamp'l that I Dwelt In Marble Halls,"
;
Balfi
Ketty Bacigalufo.
"Old Folks at Home" Duett
Chev. Buiu and R. Blair
Fosltr
"Lleti Signor" Cavatlna. Ugonottl
Laura Miller
Meytrbetr
Violin, Mr. Blair's Selections: i a. Traumerie,
Schuman
I b. Serenade
Schubert
"Dice el Mundo que Estoy Looa"Valse, from El Salto del Paslego,
Caballtrt
Mrs. Luis Hernandez.
Mrs. Kohn and Chev, P. Buzzi,
"Trovatore," Grand Duett
Vtni

:f
I

2.
3.
4.
S.

6,.

--

INTERMISSION.

PART II.
GRAND AND SENSATIONAL. LAST ACT OF TUB
BEAUTIFUL, ITALIAN OPERA.

LUCIA DI IjAMMERMOOR.
Dmamts

......

PcnaoNAe in

.
EDGARDO,
LUIS, Friend of Edgardo,
RAYMONDO
.
Chorus, Ladles and Gentlemen.
The action takes place in Ravenswood

.

thk

.
-

'

B5

Greatest

Three-Yeir-Ol-

Than.

d

oughbred In the World.

NEW VORK, July
a
climax of victories
on
unprecedented
Great Demand For Harvest Hands ue American turf. Africander
proyed
Causes Kansas to Break Amend
himself the greatest
ment to the Constitution.
thoroughbred of his

.

.

-

-

,

chev. Pletro Buzzi.
-

--

N. N,
R. T. Blair.

Castle, during the sixteeih century.

PLOT.

i entered Into an undignified colloquy
with Senator Burrows and the prcsl
dent over the matter. Such is not the
fact. I realize as well as any one
that It will not do for the representa
tive of the groat territory of New
Mexico to lose his
and
exhibit any lack of dignity anywhere
In ' the national capital. . The facts
in the matter are aa follows:
I arrived In tho city of Washington
on Monday, June 22, from up c.t.ii
try where I had been attending to private matters, and I did not at once
ga to the department of justice to
see about the McMillan matter, because I had an understanding with
the attorney general that
should
Judge McMillan be removed, I would
be notified and given opportunity to
suggest a candidate from the territory. About 4 p. m. of that day when
the newspapers came out, I saw what

TOPEKA, Kans., July 8. A special
to tbe state Journal from Russell says
two negroes were bid off on the auction block for harvest hands Tuesday
afternoon. They were John and Harp
er Porter and are known as good
workers.
The bidding was spirited
beginning at $2.50 per day. August
Relnhart finally secured them on bid
I of
3.2l per day. At Victoria Just
over tbe line In Ellis county another
colored man asked for bids for a hand
who would pitch to the stack all of
the grain one header could cut. On
this condition a negro brought 18 per
day and was sold to the highest hid
der.
HOTTEST

"O
OF THE

'

YtAR.

Record Breaking Summer Weather In
Kansas, Oklahoma and Missouri.
y
CITY, Mo., July 8.
the hottest of the season In
this part of the southwest following
temperatures were reportej at noon.
Oklahoma, Outhrle, 103; Kansas,
95; Hutchinson, 96; Ft. Scott,
To-da-

Is

Lord Henry Ashton, a Scottish nobleman, to restore his
dilapidated fortunes, is desirous of uniting his sister Lucy to
Arthur Bucklaw. Lucy is secretly m love with Sir Edpardo
and is loved by him in return. Edpardo is dispatched
by the state on a mission to Prance. During his sojourn on tho
continent his letters to Lucy are intercepted, and Henry induces
her to marry Bucklaw, Edfardo returns and appears at Havens-woo- d
in tho midst of the marriage ceremony.
He sees the contract signed with Lucy's name, and tearing
from her finger the ring he gave her at parting, Lucy goes mad,
kills her husband in the bridal chamber and dies; and Edgardo, on
hearing of her death, stabs himself.

Editors In Omaha.
OMAHA,
Neb., July 8. Rlgl t royal
Further Outbreak. Three More
Will Die Making Twelve Deaths.
has been the reception accorded by
EVAXSVILE, Ind. , July 8. This the local newspapermen and citizens
city passed a quiet night last night.
generally to the dologates of tho na
With 400 soldiers camped around the
tionai
editorial association and the
court house and Jail and In tho park
and disposition
toward lawlessness visitors who have accompanied them,
Not a gun was fired who in numbers exceed 0119 thous
was suppressed.
during the night and no street gather- and. Morning and afternoon sesalnns
ings were seen. Business Is practic- were held
today, at whlcn'fiiTlowinft
ally suspended, all saloons are closed tho usual
preliminaries, the conven
and several factories have shut down. tion
listened to the reports of tbe
It Is bellevej there is no hope for officers and
to the reading of several
the three more Injured making a total
Interesting papers on questions that
dead of twelve or more.
concern those engaged In the editorial
"
o
,
business management of newapapero.
New York Money.
At the conclusion of the gathering
NEW YORK, July S.Clost-Prl- me
the members of the association, thel
mercantile paper,
money on wives and families, will depart on n
'
call steady at 2
2
silver, western excursion that will take them
12 MV,
a far as the Rocky mountain rerinn
No

NEGROES AUCTIONED OFF TO
THE HIGHEST BIDDER IN THE
SUNFLOWER STATE.

KANSAS

fourth act.
.

-

'

Afrlcanda Wins.

three-year-ol- d

QUIET AT EVANSVILLE.
RIOTOUS HOOSIERS RESTRAINED
FROM CARNAGE BY 400 SOL
OIERS.

BLOCK.

The

To-Nigh-

1

STEAMERS REPORTED CAPTURED

Ma-zon-

day from Europe. Mgr. Farley, who
was accompanied across tbe Atlantic
by Mgr. Frederick Z. Rocker, the new
bishop of Nueva Caceros, was spec
ially delegated by the pope to con
vey to this country the pallium that
is to be conferred on Archbishop Far
ley of New York, two weeks from
today. St. Patrlckte cathedral, where
the imposing ceremony Is to take
place, Is being renovated and altered
for the occasion. Scores of workmen
are busily engaged in installing hun
dreds of electric lights which on tbe
occasion of the conferring of the pallium will be used for the first time.
The presence of eminent prelates
from all parts of the country, arrayed
in the gorgeous vestments of their offices, vill contribute to make the
scene one of the most brilliant pictures ever seen in the great cathedral,
o
Candy Men's Convention.
GETTYSBURG, Pa., July 8 The
twentieth annual convention of the
national confectioners' association be
gan here today and will continue in
session until Saturday.
Prominent
representatives of the confectionery
trade are in attendance from Balti
more, Cleveland, New York, Pittsburg, Cincinnati, St. Louis and a number of other cities throughout the
country.
o

10

CO

City in Hands Venezuelan Revolutionists.
ures Taken to Protect French Interests

JUSTPOLITEPHRASES

SCORES MICHIGAN

NO. 207.

SOLD AT THE

7.
.

HEY

JULY 8, 1W3.

85; Emporia, 91; Leav
enworth, 95; Missouri, Kansas City,
92; Joplln, 90; Springfield, 86.
90; Lawrence,

"

o

generation. He
has surpassed the triumphs of Hanorer
and Hermls, beaten the best
handicap
uuraes ana stamped his w
among hi contemporaries fn Jcclslvj
style. Ho won the Lawrence reall..-tlon stakes at one and
miles at Sheepshead Bay after a
hm.
with probably the best collect!,
s
that hag ever atri' rgled
for that classic
prii. He orewume
Kred, courage and endurance In hi.
adversarlei and In s?lto of mlsfortwe
after nilsfcrtune In his own battle or
the front, sprang to the lead in the
very last strides, after raclnr at '
"peed that broke two records before
me winning post was reached anrt
Kot .a new mark for
future Realisation
winners.
.

l!ve-elM- h

Uirce-year-old-

Fainting Spells.
LONDON, July 8.- -A
special dM.
patch from Rome filed at 2:30 n m
says the pope had another fainting lit
i"uay, mai tne action of the heart Is
very feeble and bis condition
ha
again become crlticul
Weakness Gaining.
PARIS, July
dispatch from
Rome
the condition ol the noue
has become worse since
morning.
Weakness Increasing hour by hour.
He is only intermittently conscious
and the catastrophe la imminent,
'
Condition Grave.
ROME, July 8. The oone'a mnrtl.
Hon Is very grave. The
doctors are
alarmed at the continued
which la complicated by certain funn.
tlonal disorders. His holiness la restless and drowsy frequently falllnr

8.A

Hard Times at The Hub.
BOSTON, July 8. The- - shoe and
leather mercantile agency of this city
announces the assignment of tho large
boot and shoe manufacturing firm of
Ira Cushman & Co., of Boston and Au
burn, Maine. The firm did a business
of 81,250,000 per annum and has lia
bilities estimated at between 1400,000
asleep.
and 1500,000.

San Francisco Blaxe.
SAN FRANCISCO, July 8. The big
carriage and wagon depository of tbe
Studebaker Bros, on the corner of
Markot and Tenth street was destroy
ed by fire this morning.
Tbe four
story and basement brick structure
hlra and of course I expressed my re- was completely gutteJ. The estimat
gret at the appolntmont In the same ed loss Is 1200,000 partly covered by
dignified way that I did before the Insurance.
o
attorney general. He regretted that I
was disappointed, but Informed me
Aeronaut Has Success.
that the commission had gone out
MAMTES, Sur Sine, France, July 8.
M. Lebaudy'a sterable balloon con
.
that afternoon.
Then I called at the house of Sena- tinues to make dally ascensions. In
tor Burrows, because I understood tbe presence of a scientific committee
that he was the person who pressed of the Aeronaut club today the bal
Judge Smith's candidacy
upon the loon was maneuvered over the park
president.
My Interview
with the for half an hour with complete suc
sonator, while conducted in the polit cess, ticspito the fact that a
strong
est manner, still gave him to under- wind was Wowing.
stand pretty thoroughly. that the peoo
.,
ple of New Mexico regarded his InterDenver Strike Parade.
ference In their matters as an ImperDENVER, Colo., July 8. There Is
tinence, and I pointed out to him that no change In the strike
situation in
a senator of the United States should the Denver
smelters and all Is aufet.
be the last one to violate a provision The men
paraded this afternoon. The
of the republican party platform .The
made an effort to bars
management
senator and myself
parted
good the Are and police board
prohibit the
Continued on page five.
parade, hut the latter
..

rCsl,

no.i...

; Wright Wavea Rights. '
"
NEW VORK, N. Y.. July 8.--Wh.
taker Wright, the London financier
and promoter, who was arrested last
March charged with fraud aa a director of the London and Globe Finance
company, and who has since been la
Jail pending extradition
proceedlnga,
wuuy waived all rights and agreed to
he voluntarily extradited to
Enii4
hy the British authorities.
Wright waived his rights ialns
tho advice of his counsel both here
and in London.
--

False Rumor,
WASHINGTON. Jul g Th. VmI
lowing cablegram, under date
tn.
day was received at the nary
txr
ment today from Rear
"cc.
Adrirq
ton at Portsmouth:
"Only two stragglers
kAmericans by birth, atlJl at
Admiral Cotton cable!
i - x
nation In response to a tll?i
,

v-

ei rl.

-

.zf
d
r'

ct c?
cri
C
i ir r

ae to the accuracy cf
large number of
tocefjra birth, kid
American warsfclrs dar
of the etjaedrm at Cii.

rti

v

Cj

L1
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KEEP COOL!
Crcx? Ckbr

Peach Older

Cherry CkSar
Crape Phosphate
Crape Juhe
Blackberry Wine
In Qua

Bottle.

$
y.

$
$
$

Itofdllawiiil!
6R0CERS,

BUTCMtKS and BAKER.

OVER THE DAWSON

and all the elements of material pros;r.
perity.
and French,
Tucumcarl
between
Roy,
Is prettily located out on the rolling
plains, convenient as a soil road and
trading point, with a fin 3 grazing
country about It. Here I nset A. O
of Wagon Mound,
Miller formerly
and the Irrepressible Don Do
Frank
lores McGralb, who, with
Roy, was elected last Monday as
school director, for their district.
G. W. Bond and Brother Lowe have
built at Roy a large store building and
commodious wool
and warehouses,
everything, in fact. In fine shape to do
a large wool and mercantile busluess,
Just as this enterprising firm began
to open for business they received an

ESTABLISHED

THE-

in warm weather when you can get perfect bread, toothsome
cakes and pastry delivered fresh every day from

BAKE?

-

JOHN YORK'S

First national Bank,
OF LAS VEGAS,

N. M.

Bridge

at 9 o'olock a. on.

Promlooa

carefully
properties for

tW

mala

city

and for rent.

sVi.tAhii.iAitikikifitl'sK

nt

Cashier
HALLETT RAYNOLDS, Ass't Cashier
E, D, RAYNOLDS,

1

III;

f

MEREST

PAID

55

temperature
supplied

in

ILLAK MJLID dLULKS

COMPANY

0. TDIE DEPOSITS

v

fith thia

32
5:

TIUXSJ

out-ml- da

SEE OUR LIST IM THE "WAMT" COLUMN

JEFFERSON RAYNOLDS, President
A. B, SMITH,
Vice-Preside-

First Delivery

Street.

Real Eotate
and investment andCo
looked alor and rant, collected. Cholc

MOORE

CROCKETT BUILDING. SIXTH STREET

Law
offpr from Messrs. Florshelm,
rence and Dlackwell, accepted It, awl
Is now turned over to tli'i
R. everything
new firm, As these gentlemen t.iv?

R.

176.

p
l
1

ee ni:p

It

extensive trading establishments at

JUDGE LONG) WRITES OF THE Springer, Trinidad and Clayton, It
would aoera tbnt they have the trade
PROGRESS OF 8ANTA ROSA
of all that region well In hand, and
AND TUCUMCARI.
that Roy may prove an Important, trading post. The people of the country
an
s
Green
at
Spreading Ranges
all aeem hopeful and prosperous.
The
Acadian
Brlghetat
Valley
E. V, LONG,
Prospects for the Coming Year.

ISSUE

DOMESTIC

AND

FOREIGN EXCHANGE

HUJLZ11BEIR

Away With The Dark Hoom

.

-

You

Both Phones.......

can develope your

Wall Paper,

Developing
Machine.

8.--

Phil H. Doll, as Jeweler

twent-secon-

Foot-Ease-

f

Sherwin-William-

s'

o,
Paint, Varnishes, Enamels,
Claterlte Roofing, Tar, Felt,
Jap-a-La-

Kodak

V

Crystal Ice and
Gold Storage Co.

Sash,!Doors, Builders Mardware

films with a

tit

iZT

AS P'JRE AS CAN BE MADE.

!

Oldest Man In Manitoba.
DUNDYvILLE, Man., July 8. John
McNabb of this place celebrated his
102nd birthday toJay and Is looking
forward to the fall, when he expects
to enjoy his customary sport of duck
Mr, McNabb was born in
hunting,
Kildonan, and' is of Scotch parentage,
He bas been a user of tobacco from
his youth and bolioves the constant
r.
uso of the weed bas tended to length
en rather than to shorten his life. He
hag spent the greater part of his life
out of doors, having made more than
fifty voyages from Winnipeg to York
factory In the service of the Hudson
Day company.
o
Texas Bar Association,
The
SAN ANTONIO, Texas, July
A. T. & S. F. WATCH INSPECTOR..
Texas bar association began Its
annual convention here
Ho I hear that your engagement Is
Realty Transfers.
today and Judging from the largo atbroken?
Femina Yes, he acted hortendance and the enthusiasm maniEleuterlo Baca and wife to J.
fested at the formal opening the meet- Hilarlo Mntoya, consideration, $131; ridly. He But I thought that you
broke It. Femnla So I did, but he
ing will be the most notable ever held
land southern side of Sapcllo made
absolutely no fuss about It.
under the auspices of the association. conveys
river.
Yale Record.
The annual address Is to be delivered
Soledud C. de Martinez, admr., of
by Judge Logan E. Bleckley, former deceased
LADIES CAN WEAR 8HOE3
Felipe S. Martinez to Lucia
ly chief Justice of Georgia.
Martinez de Montoya, consideration one eize smaller after using Allen's
Other prominent lawyers and ju
,
a powder to be shaken Inland In Precinct of Las
rists to be heard during the meeting $1; conveys
to the shoes. It makes tight or new
Vlglles.
and the subjects of tbelr addresses
Goke and wire to J. Hilarlo shoes feel easy; gives instant relief
are as follows: "The Development of Henry
consideration, f 491.35; con to corns and bunions. It's the greatMontoya,
the Corporate Idea," A- - G. Moseley,
est comfort discovery of the age.
land.
veys
Dcnnlson; "The Tardonlng Power, It
do Mlos Maes, alcalde, to Mi Cures and prevents swollen feet,
Juan
Uses and Abuses," Justice John N.
Martinez. 2nd., conveys land In blisters, callous and sore spots. A
Hondorson of the court of criminal guel
train crew.
Foot-Easis a certain cure for
Las Vegas.
Roy la the dining station both ways appeals; "Legal Aspects of the Taxa
Dlos Maes, alcalde, to Juan sweating, hot aching feet. At all
de
Juan
where a good tion of Corporate Intangibles," Hon Nepomuceno Martinez; conveys land druggists and shoe stores, 25c. Trial
going and returning,
William D. Williams of
warm meal is served for thirty-fivAddress,
package Free by mail.
In Las Vegas.
of Study lu Law Pursued In
"Course
cents and ample time given to enjoy
Dlos Maes, alcalde, to An Allen S. Olmsted, LeRoy, N. T.
de
Juan
the State University," Prof. John C.
tonlo Jose Martinez, conveys land in
of Austin.
Doubleday What did Singleton say
The distances are: From French to Townes,
Las Vegas.
when you invited him to Join our club?
0
United States to Pedro Itomero,
Dawson, 18 miles; to Roy, southeast,
Wedcrly He said home was good
Methodic Hymnal Commission.
113
44 mites;
for 1G0 acres land.
miles;
Tucumcarl,
patent
enough for him as long as he remain
8.
In
or
PLYMOUTH, Mass,, July
Lula A. Coors and husband, Henry ed a bachelor.
Springer, 9 miles, and Raton about
Chicago News.
to complete the task begun at the Q. Coors, to Mutual Building
der
and
18 miles.
From French to a point
In
Jan
last
Nashville
held
meeting
Loan association of Las Vegas; con Very Remarkable Cure for Diarrohea.
twenty miles southeast of Roy the
uary the members of the commission veys real' estate.
"About six years ago for the first
country Is opon rolling plains, much
the M. IS. church and the
Laura Wessell and husband, George time in my life I bad a sudden and
like that lying east of Las Vegas. At representing
M. E. church, south, appointed to pre
V
Wessell to Mutual Building and severe attack of diarrhoea, says Mrs.
that distance below Roy the breaks
pare a hymn book for the use of both Loan association, consideration, $1,600 Alice Miller of
"I
and
Morgan, Texas.
the
of the Canadian river begin,
churches, are gathered iu Plymouth
E.
Arthur
relief but It came back
Mary S. Marsh and
got
temporary
descent to Tucumcarl Is entered upon for a second
meeting, which will be
busband, to Mutual Build- again and again, and for six King
a few miles outside the Dell ranch one of several days' duration. The Marsh, her
association of Las Ve- years I have suffered more misery and
Loan
and
ing
pasture. The plains country Is now new book will contain S00 hymns,
lot agaony than I can tell. It was worse
$550; convey
consideration,
gas,
beautifully carpeted with green grass about half of which number has been
Mrs. 13. Ferklns to Knight Camp- than death. My husband spent hunin all directions, furnishing an abun selected. It Is In order to solect the bell
Music Co., consideration, $145.03. dreds of dollars for physicians' presdance of excellent grazing for stock. remaining half that tho present meet
criptions and treatment without avail.
From the beginning of tho deacon'. lng Is held.
Jogcpta L. BriBtow, fourth assistant Finally we moved to Bosque county,
to tho Canadian the country is broken
postmaster general the man who has our present home, and one day I hap
and the scenery rough and rugged,
Author Sued For Damages.
come to be called the sleuth of tbo pened to see an advertisement of
beautiful wide valleys and high hills,
PAJU8, July 8. Tho suit resulting department Is six feet two Inches Chamberlain's Colic, Cholera and Di
the whole country well watered and from a historical work alwnt Princes!
tall, but so tbln that when standing arrhoea Remedy with a testimonial of
very attractive In appearance, and so Jerome came op for trial today and erect be seems to bo fully seven feet. a man who had been cured by it. The
the outcome Is awaited with much In There Is a
continuing to Tucumcarl.
legend around the depart- case was so similar to my own that
Santa Rosa has made substantial terest in literary and social circles. ment that a visitor who had Just been I coucluded to try the remedy. The reof, mentions
growth since my last visit one year The work complained
I could hardly
introduced to Mr. Brtstow watched sult was wonderful.
ago. As every one who visits there that a certain woman was a close him
for a few moments realize that I was well again, or beout
straighten
concedes, it has a picturesque location friend of the princess, and some of and then gasped: "Good Lord, Is he lieve it could be so after having sufon the undulating hills adjoining the her children are suing to have the never
fered so long, but that one bottle of
going to stop getting up?
Arroya Pecos. The town is aaumlng book suppressed and to get damages
medlcino, costing but a few cents,
ft much more solid and permanent ap A very nice point of law Is Involved
cured me." For sale by all druggists.
Danish Monument to Shakespeare.
case.
pearanco than formerly, and tho bus! In the
A movement has been started In
If a man Is unable to boast of wbat
0
ness men all seem prosperous. It is
Denmark to commemorate tbo 3001b his ancestors
accomplished it is up to
Mexico
the
of
Diss
President
plays
EI
end
Paso Northeastern
of the
the
anulvcrsary of the production of him to do something on his own acwhenever
"benevolent
role
of
deposit"
division from El Paso northeast, has
a ;statuo of count. Chicago News.
war "Hamlet" by erecting
In his Judgment circumstances
repair shops of somo magnitude and
at the little town of El-Shakespeare
be
,
Is the beginning of a good monthly rant. At one tlmo bis
slnore. The ancient castle of
For a lazy liver try Chamberlain's
rather
a
came
with
dlsrep
entangled
of which Ham- Stomach and liver Tablets. They Inpay roll. The county officers of Leon
on
the
ramparts
ard Wood county have their offices utable club, tho reputation of which let held converse with the gboBt of vigorate the liver, aid the digestion,
at the county seat of the sew became o unsavory that Dlas deter bis father, forma tho central point of regulate the bowels and prevent bill. bow
to break It up. One evening
county, and all Indications point to a mined
town. The plan bas met with ions attacks, For sale by all drugto dinner the
bo
bis
Invited
gists.
prosperous future for tho town. A
enthusiastic
response throughout
acw court house and Jail to cost 125,' and though the younger man ventured
Tho general committee having
HARVEY'S MOUNTAIN HOME
the
000 are to be built this fall and winter. to hint at another engagement,
the matter in charge Includes a lum- Is the Ideal summer resort for rest,
He
excuse.
no
would
take
Many people have settled upon the president
ber of the country's foremost men. health and a good time. Heme cookplay billiards The statue
Tacant lands of the surrounding te- even had his
has already been modeled, ing with unlimited spply of Jersoy milk
him for an hour pr so. Finally
flon, and such an Advancement as a with
It Is the work of the Danish sculptor, and butter. Burros free for riding.
Dlas was called to the telephone.
good stock country will naturally
Luis Hasselrlls, now living at Borne. Delightful trips In every direction.
where he listened to a reporter, after
bo
0
bring may
expected,
Carriage goes out Saturday mornings
In
A range country will not support the which be said: "I have Just been
In view of the cotton famine In the returns Friday; $10 for the week, inof
police, south the
aense population or build the large conversation with tho chief
greater part of this season's cluding passage. Leave word at
lowns that come from a rich agricul- who bas raided that questionable re output of woolen fabrics will devolve
Wooster's or Ilfeld's. Address
tural region ,yet there is good reason sort which you have been frequent- npon the sheep.
H. A. Harvey, Las Vegas, N. M. tf
to believe that Santa Rosa will move ing. All your companions were arrested, as you would have been had
teadlly forward.,
Good
here.
Should the oil fields believed to ex- you not been dining
Aycr's Hair Vigor docs
ist there be successfully developed, night."
suddenly turn your gray hair
of course), then progress will be rapid
but
he 0,d
woman
A
is
Kansas
advertis
City
tad extensive.
for
tor
Somecolor
back.
the
a
all
comes
little
used
dark
color
to
hive.
ing
it
girl
adoption,
rich,
All In all, Santa Rom is a good point
how parents are disposed to keep
The hair stops railing, too. Better try it. icX-v- i?
rewMCBce ana business, with a
their little girls this year.
Santa Rosa, N. M., July 3, 1303.
To the Editor of Tho Optic:
Last Sunday night on No. 8 I
left Las Vegas on a business trip
to this locality, coming by the way of
French and Tucumcarl. While somewhat more expensive than the stage
route, it has its advantages In greater
comfort
French, the company town of lle
Dawson branch over the Santa Fe,
contains a section house and depot for
each of the railroads, a saloon and
restaurant, both somewhat primitive
In structure and accommodation,, yet
about the same usually
found In
Sparsely settled localities, No. 8, depending somewhat on her leaving lime
at Lag Vegas, generally reaches the
crossing about daybreak, and as the
Dawson train going south la generally late, th wait Is about two hours,
.With a place to breakfast. Fare from
Las Vegas to French Is $3.30 and from
there to Tucumcarl 16.10.
The trip to Tucumcarl Is rather
tedious, as the train Is composed most
ly of coal cars from Dawson and gon
ral freight for way stations, requlr
Jng much switching at all local sUns.,lIowever. the passenger coach
Is very Wwfortable, being a regular
passenger car properly sealed, with
at the
a small compartment cut-offront end for express goods and the
.

There Is no dread of
hot wf utber.

Open Day and Night.
EADQUARJERS. . ..

Dulldlng Papers,

. CAFE AND RESTAURANT
B. P. FORSYTHE

'2

EST in A TES FURNISHED.
COAL AND WOOD,
PHONE

-

56.

-

S Delloloun

9
S

Bread and Pastries
Matronal Arm.

-- i-

ni-.ir-

liipii IV.

lllilliil

S

WM.BAAMOH.

Phono 77

if
11

CO., Props,

Sole Agents for Green Rlver.Old Crow,
Edgewood and Sherwood live
Whiskies.
Kansas City Steaks,
Fish and Oysters in Season
Cold Bottles Pomery Sec.
Mumoi's Extra Dry.
Cor. Railroad Avenue and Center Street

IAS VEGAS, H. M.

Uiiu

S

t

"xCuisine and Service
best to be had

OF

j

A!I.
PORTLAND,
(Incorporated
1848.)

It

The only insurance company operating under a state law of
ure, providing for extended insurance in case of lapse after three years. Has
given better results In settlement with living policy holders for premiums
paid than any other company.
ueaw caims paw wun me utmost promptness and dispatch. Wme
any form of policy that may be wanted, and every policy contains the mos
liberal terms and best advantages.
non-forfe- tt

las Vegas Telephone

Co.

LINCOLN AVENUE.
Electric TXnr Bells, Annunciators,
llurirlfir Alarms, and Private Telephones at Kvasonable Kates.
EXCHANGE RATES X
ner Annum
Office:
UtcsiDKNCK: IIS oer Annum
N. M
iA8

G. II. ADAMS, Manager,
New Mexico Arizona and Northwest Texas,
PHOENIX, ARIZONA
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E. Rpsenwald & Son,
PLAZA."

Our

Clearing Sale

Semi-Annu- al

We gave the public
was a big success.
exactly what we promised, did what we
said we would, and thank you for the,
very liberal patronage given us.

oroun
It

II

m.f

I

UaUmou

STILL UNSOLD
Will to dicpoccd of at vcty LOVJ PRICED.
ton Oxfordo, Low GIigqg

and Fancy Glippcro,
wo

aro hcadzuGrtcratha test end

moat complete lino over displayed,
ohown In cur Choo Department.

OIUE UD A CALL
Now Lino of Kid Gloves
FOR EARLY FALL TR ADE.

Just Received
4
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Gross, Kelly & Company

Mr. George T. Hill,
C Laa Vegas, N.M.

(Incorporated.)

Conductor D. N. Aber still lingers
on the f board for a short period

Las Vegas and Albuquerque, New Mexico.
Before yon buy it
'
you know it by the band.
After you try it
know
it by the quality.
you

Br,akeman Geo. Neth is marked
among those who are laying off
recover from a hard trip and to
joy life for awhile.

The Largest Selling Brand
of Cigars in the World.
Th

the

vocalizing
engineer, has been assigned to duty
where
on the Glorietta mountain,
of
help.
need
good
trains
plenty
Reusing,

Eugineer

Conductor T.
who always has
Is laying off to
in a few of the

V. Bryant,

Sold

,y,

a"

here,
there.

the man

1

a smile for every one
rest up and to take
terpsichorean events

everywhere

1.

-

Gross

d

Journal-Democra-
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three-quarte-
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Hasty, who has been gang
of the back shop for several
was sent to Strong City last
to take charge of the roundhouse there as foreman. Mr. Hasty
takes the place of M. M. Mullen, who
has ben assigned to other duties. Mr.
Hasty will not be new in the position
which he takes at Strong City as he
was located there several years ago
In the same capacity.
This will no
doubt allow the temporary appointment of Charles Ktrkhuff as gang
foreman of the back shop, to bo made
permanent.
J. B.
foreman
months,
evening

a

The incorporation of the Dawson
City, Dalhart & Oklahoma City railwill
recently,
road, that occurred
prove to be the most Important transaction bearing upon northwest Texas
that has taken place in recent years.
The proposed line passes through a
territory rich In agriculture, coal and'
mineral. It Is almost a direct air line
of four hundred miles, passing through
Colfax and Union counties, New Mexico, Dallam. Sherman, Housford, Ochiltree and Lipscomb counties Texas;
thence to Oklahoma City, where direct
connections are to be made with the
Orient.

Fred Gaul, who has been chief clerk

In General Foreman R. D. Gibbon's
office for the past eighteen months,
has handed in his resignation and will
leave next week for Mlnturn, Colo.
where he has accepted a position on
the Denver & Rio Grande under E
roundhouse
E. Chrystler, formerly
foreman here. Mr. Gaul has many
friends who are sorry to see him go,
as he has always been a very pleasant
and accommodating clerk. All wish
him success in his new position. He
will be succeeded by Percy Cornell
a
who comes here from Raton to accept
Railway officials differ in the de
the position.
grees of liberality In which they dea a a
fine the word "family" when used on
While the wrecking train was on
a pass. An American copied the inits way to the wreck the other night
structions of the
railway bearing upon the sub and running at a good speed down
ject as a lesson in liberality. On that Sulzbacher hill the conductor and rear
road a pass for one family is good for brakeman wcro startled by Bmelllng
father, mother, children, grandfather, na odor suggestive of a hot box, so
father-in- the train was stopped and a diligent
grandmother, mother-in-law- ,
search made for the hot one, but not
law, brother, sister, brother-in-law- .
,
uncle,
aunt, nephew, a sign of one could they find, so
niece and servants attached to the the train proceeded on Its way. When
Its destination had been reached It was
family.
ascertained that the odor proceeded
from the car wherein was located the
Changes at Newton.
,

The wife and daughter of Dr s
ard Webb, the railroad magnate and
ciose relative of the VanJerbilts have
gone to London to be at the slrfA nf
their husband and father. Senator
cnauncy Depew is with them.
Webb has been ailing for some time
and his condition is said to be
quite

rr

serious.

The railroad Y. M. C. A. coffee
room3 at the Santa Fe shops at To- pena have proved a ereat
The rooms are located on the second
floor of the new machine shnn hniM
Ing and in a most convenient nia
obtainable for the employes of the
snops. in the month of June 1,83
cups of coffee were served.

.rrc

sister-in-law-

cuLmmuvuLiu

and

OUILOERG
omoEt

National St.
Orand Avo..0

'

Preliminary returns for the railways of the United Kingdom for the
year 1902 show that of the 22,147
miles of lines open the gross receipts
were 109,534,000 and the working
expenditures

67.907,000, leaving net
of
41,027.000.
Compared
with 1901 this shows an Increase of
2,918,247 In gross receipts, of only
360,323 In expenditures, and of
In net receipts.
.

Business still continues to boom In
the locomotive repair shops. Five
in a state of complete
and
Tthorough repair, were turned out Sunday, and they are going In and coming
out every day. The rip track, however. Is still crammed with disabled
machines, some of which are in a bad
state of innocuous desuetude. Especially unpromising are the two engines

LEVY Tbro:

Don't forget there Is always a wronesine to a question as well as your side.

2nd Kar.d
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FE.

SANTA

'
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offer our $1.25 LADIES'

at

SHIRTWAISTS, - Special

I ADIES' LAWN KIMONOS, valued
at 60c and 75c, - Special at

ALL our

15c quality
GINGHAMS,

HLZ

i

I

J
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Special at

10c

SIXTH STREET

yd

Throughout.

Lo.rfo S&mplo Hoom for Com.
morolol Men.
American or European Plan.
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Restaurant,
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MUM. WM. BOM,
Prmm.

THF
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Proof. Elootrlo Ushtod.

Stum HMtod, Contralto Loootoa.
Btha an4 Swiiterv Plumbta

GEO. E. ELLIS.
Proprietor ana Owner.
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Lam yamam.
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HOTEL
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Try our Sunday Dinners.
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AMERICAN

PLAIN.

FIRST

CLAMM

Wo make Spocial Rates to Single Partioa ana Families
and Board
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Anthraolte Coal, Charcoal and
i.f

HAY and GRAIN

MEALS SECOND TO NONE IN THE CITY
;
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m

WM. CURTIS BAILEY, MANAGER.

000.

Lay figures from a very important
uem in me stock equipment of a
poul
try farm.
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Repeating in Philadelphia.
(Lincoln Stcffens in McClure's.)
'
Repeating is done boldly, for the
machine controls the election officers,
often choosing them from among the
fraudulent names; and when no one
appears to serve, assigning the heeler
ready for the expected vacancy. The
police are forbidden by law to stand
within thirty feet of the polls, but they
are at the box, and they are there to
see that the machine's orders are
obeyed and that repeaters whom they
help to furnish are permitted to vote
without "intimidation" on the names
they (the police) have supplied. The
repeaters go from one polling place
to another, voting on slips, and on their
return rounds change coats, hats, etc.
The business proceeds with very few
hitches; there is more jesting than
fighting.
But many Phlladelphlans do not try
to vote. They leave everything to the
machine, and the machine caBts their
ballots for them. It Is estimated that
150,000 voters did not go to the poll
at the last election. Yet the machine
rolled tip a majority of 130,000 fov
Weaver, with a fraudulent vote est!
mated ail the way from 40,000 to 80
People Who Don't Intermarrv.
The Mlrdites, a Christian clan In
northern Albania, to this dav
lously refrain from intermarrying
wun tneir own tribe, hut as a eenomi
rule they carry off wives from amnmr
tneir Mohammedan neighbors. Cnn
sequently a Merdite weddlnc a often
as not is preceded by a series of
mneraia.
For, although tbo Moham
medan maid may In some cases have
no unconquerable aversion tn iwin
abducted, It freouentlv hannnna that
her kinsmen consider It a point of
honor to defend her In grim earnest
and lives are lost In consequence.

I
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jakes
o'dy::s,
Co.
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Colo 'Phone 66

Twlttm

HERVICIi.
socking Room

wt Unomln,

Las Veja

NEW MEXICO.
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1

1902

A large and elegant line
of the very latest de- signs just in

Foundry end Meontno Chop.
Mill and Mining Machinery bnilt and repaired,
Machine work
promptly done. All kinds of Catting made. ARout for Chandler
& Taylor Oo.'s Engines, Hollers and Saw Mills, Wobster and Union
Gattoliue Engines and Hoistors, Pamping Jacks. Uost
power for
Pumping and Irrigating purposes. No smoke, no danger.
Alio the
Ideal and Sampson Windmills and Towers. Call and see
ni.

.

i

WALL PAPER

LAS VEGAS IRON WORKS

M

j

11

e

R. P. HESSER,
Painter
Haneer.

Ppp

c. adlon, pnopntETon.

Grand Ave., opp. Ban Mlguol Nat. Bank

As the "Iowa Idea" was never cony
righted, there appears to be no way
to prevent the democrats from Infrlng
Ing upon It.

Katy Chanaea Kinm AOioi.i.
The filling of vacancies caused
by
w iUD
i,
fiv.
v
,nrnmntlnna
ivaiy system,
were announced Saturday at St. Louis
ueauquaners. Mr. T. S. McDowell Is
appointed superintendent at Parsons,
Kansas for the Parsons, Neosho and
Sedalla divisions apd branches. Mr.
J. W. Walton is appointed superintendent at Denison for the Choctaw division and branches.

receipts

cook room of the wrecking crew, ami
upon Investigation it was discovered
that the cook had allowed the biscuits
which he was baking for supper to
burn, hence the odor which had so
startled the train crew out of their
usual calm and started them on a
search for that which was not.

1

12th and National.

I

THE LEADERS OF DRY GOODS.
And the Only Cuclunlva Dry Good Storo.

.

Geo. T. Hill, I

A SPECIALTY

Richards Co., Tucumcari, N. M.

&

"

The Pennslvania railroad has di
gested that ninety millions of new
tstock, itself, and thereby proved anew
Its claim to be the most healthy octo
that were smashed up in the head-eupus In the land.
colllision at Waldo.
Conductor A. J. Aber, one of the
oldest and ablest conductors on this
The Atchison, Topeka & Santa Fe
division, is marked up on the easy
has purchased twelve and
railway
he
may
that
so
board for a few days
r
acres of land in the Kaw
have time to enjoy himself.
valley near Argentine of Mrs. John
Stephens. The price paid was $11,000.
Engineer Geo. Crossen, better known
land lies just north of the compaThe
tired
of
has
as Foxy Grandpa,
resting
Argentine yard, between it and
ny's
and playing hide and seek with the the land
of the Southwest Chemical
himself
announced
so
has
call boy,
,
company.
as ready for duty on the hog once
more.
A fact not generally known is that
the bathing girl used by the Santa Fe
with
the
Is
marked
Fireman
v
up
Gray
railroad on the front page of one of
sick and disabled. It is said that he its handsomest booklets
advertising
is troubled with the scoop fever, hav Coronado beach is a young
woman
ing been exposed to that disease last whose home is in Phoenix, Ariz, As
trip while on his way from Albuquer a consequence of the company having
que here on a long drag.
used it without her consent the girl
has brought suit for damages.
Fireman Abe Peeler, the injector expert who has been laying off for sev
Among the several concessions
eral days enjoying the warm weather, granted the carmen of the Santa Fe
has announced himself as ready once at the recent conference in Topeka,
more to assume charge of the scoop was one providing for an additional
' on the
hliday. Hereafter Washington's birth
windy side of the cab.
day will be recognized as a holiday on
who the Santa Fe system so far as the car
Night Yardmaster Sheppard,
has held the position for several department Is concerned, which, of
,
months past, has handed in his reslcr course, means in all adepartments.
nation and will leave for another
Among the orders placed for steel
clime. He will be succeeded here by
to be delivered in 1904, are the
rails
E.
a
Newport,
who
has
gentleman
tyG.
which have been booked
following,
arrived
here from Newton, Kans
just
by the roads centering In Chicago
& Quincy, 40,000
Brakeman Billy Burks, the small Chicago, Burlington
man with the large voice, who has been tons; Chicago, Milwaukee & St. Paul
40,000 tons; Chicago & Northwestern,
laying off enjoying himself fishfne nnrt 35,000
tons; Chicago, Minneapolis &
shooting firecrackers, has tired of the
Omaha, 5,000 tons; Rock Island, 50,'
sport and has reported himself as
000; Illinois Central, 23,000 for next
ready to once more resume his duties year and 15.000 for the last
quarter of
or passing up high balls to the en
thU year; Lake Shore & Michigan
gineer.
Southern. 25,000; Nickel Plate, 5,000.
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Home Phone 140.

Bandit th. Smoktr't Protection.
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Now On Display

Sample

WOOL, HIDES

X

ths present season.
Youre Truly,
ALFRED PEATS A CO.
Prise Wall Papers. X

The latest railroad rumor is a line
Irom Needles to Yuma and San Diego.
This sounds like Rock Island talK.
Brakeman Ben Coles, the tall syca.
more of the south end, is laying
to recuperate and to figure the ton
nage of a drag.

I

Vou arc tha only agent w
will have in Laa Vegas during

WHOLESALE MERCHANTS

lay-of-

lr:

Dear

-

Vesao Phono, 100.

CORRECT
COMMERCIAL
PRINTING

Letter liee.de
Envelope
Note Head

Night Wat Her Terror.
"I would cough nearly all night
long," writes Mrs. Cha
Applegato,
of Alexandria, Ind., "and CJiild hardly
got any sleep. I had consumption so
bad that If I walked a block I would
cough frightfully and spit blood, but,
hen all other medicines failed, three
1 bottles
of Dr. King's New Discovery
holly cured mo and1. I gained 58
pounds."
If absolutely guaranteed
cure Coughs, Colds, La Grinne.
Bronrhitls and all Throat and Lung
Trouble. Price 50c and ft. Trial
bottleg free at all DrtiEBlsts.
Always view a screen with a mule
the foreground.

In It from

Programs
Invitation

It

Cm&Iom
Blank Book
Receipt Book

I

i LOOK
ATf.lY

T5he

Optic Job Rooms

In other ward
We turn out
Everything Bk
Printer know
How to do ) 9

)

Greet Jily CleacraLnce Sale !
BOYS' SMALL WARES.

READ THESE VALUES.

10c

Cambric Handkerchiefs.

20c

IIoe Supporters.............. ..12c

...4c

35c Balbriggan

Underwear...
..22c
25c Outing Shirt Waist
..13c
25c Leather Knee Protector ........ ..22c
85c Star and Mother's Friend Shirt
Waist Sizes, 7, 8 9, 10, and 12.. ..49c
40c Men's Blue Denim Overalls.
..19c
35c Boys' Knee Pants
..19C
85c Corduroy Knee Pants at
. ..49c
85c Boys' Washable Sailor Suits... ..48c

.......

95c
35c

Boys' Muslin Night Shirts
..49c
Boys' Neckwear, Tecks, Bands. ..19c

35c For 10
39c For 10
wide
81.00 For

yds Best Fancy Lawns.
yds Nottingham Lace
for Panel Curtains.
12 yds Best Assortment of
Fancy Dimities and Lawns,
10c A pair for Misses' Black Silk
Mitts.
10c each for Misses'
Empire Fans.
19c each for Ladies' Black Lawn
Waists.
2"ceach 50c Grades Misses' Linen Skirts
50c each for 75c Grade of Muses' and Ladies Skirts in White Piqnc, Blue
Duck and Linen.
69c each for $1 00 value in Ladies' Linea
15-in- ch

Skirts.

$2.98 Each for 7x7 Heavy
mt fttttw
niniiwiiuu

8-o-

z

Wall

Tents.

I
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JAMES

The protest made by Delegate B. S.
Rodwy to th president to the attorney
general and to Senator Burrows, of
Michigan, regarding the appointment
of a man from Michigan to fill the
place on the New Mexico supreme
bench left vacant by the recall of
Judge D. A. McMillan will do no harm
and may perhaps do good. The delegate writes that his protests were
and polite, but that he expressed the feelings of the people of the
territory as forcibly as be knew how
The more plainly the powers that be
in the east are made to understand
that New Mexicans object to having
their territory made a dumping ground
for favorite politicians, the less likely
is such a course to be pursued.
The republican leaders cannot afford to be held up before the country in the light of violators of platform pledges. And they can't afford
to violate their pledges in any event.
What Is right and Just and honest
pays in the end In party politics as
well as In the case of Individuals.
People of New Mexico didn't grieve
y
very much when they heard that
had let his Irish temper out of
the leash and Burrows of Michigan
had felt It sting. If he administered
the merited reproof without anger, as
he says, so much tho better. But the
Impertinence of the Michigan senator
In interfering with New Mexican affairs and urging a violation of the
platform to which he had himself subscribed, will not be forgotten In the
Home rule for the territoterritory.
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The Cleveland boom appears to be
aklng Its summer .vacation.
The New York World thinks that
the adage, "the good die young." is
applicable to the Iowa idea. .
The nomination ol! Tom Johnson for
pesldont by the Democrats would go
far toward making the "devil wagon"
an issue in politics.
(Mo,) mill will furnish
five trip to the World's Fair for throe
ladies, A ticket is placed on each
sack of flour .and the three ladles
collecting the largest number of tickets will be the recipient of free tickets
to 81. Louis and the exposition.
A Canton,

Nw It is said that a railroad Is
B7Kut to expend $15,000,000 on terminal facilities in New Orleans, This
outlay, coupli?d with that of $18,000,-00(for a drainage system, ought to
make business fairly lively in the
Crescent City during the next few
1

,

years.
Russia is rapid in the construction
of railroads, but as yet has not mas
tered the art of managing tbem so
that financial ends may meet. The
deficit shown by those railroads which
In 1900 was 2,000,000 rubles,, in 1901
slwiwi-'- aud last year 45.000,000 ru
.

bles,

iT?aTrrYsi''!trixnrC

Two contracts for concessions on
The Tike at the World's Fair were
let recently. They will be known as
tho "Magic Whirlpool" and UU '"Spanish Concession." The latter will be a
of - a typical Spanish
reproduction
scene composed of the Court of Lions
from the Alhatnbra and the Market
place of Trlsna.
a
Some of the American settlers
the Canadian Northwest have caused
talk even in London by the way they
name the streets In the new villages
they have created In the center of
For intheir farm communities.
stance, says a dispatch to a London
newsnaner. "Jn the 'American colony'
in the Lona Lake valley, north of
Roglna. one finds that the four cross
streets in the little villages of David
son and Hartley, started by an American syndicate, ar named Washing
ion, Lincoln, Grant and airfield." The
Canadians say. however, that thla will
wear off."
Hi

Tho extent to which railroad traffic,
both freight and passenger. Is affected by business depressions may be
gleaned from the official report of the
Interstate Commerce commission. The
number of employes In 1802 was
as against "S5,03i in 189S.
The wages paid last year were
as compared with $445,508,201
In 1895. The freight carried In 1895
was less thsn 70(1,000,000 Urns, while
now the amount Is near 1.200,000,000
tons annually. We are now building
about 5,000 miles of new roads yearly,
while in 1895 wo averaged about 1,700
miles. Thus labor reaps the benefit
at every turn in road building and csr
and locomotive building, and in every
part of the passenger and freight service.
..

Rc-de-

sort of dictionary, cyclopedia, or alphabetically arranged handbook, of
American,
French, and Spanish
pioneer (and Indian) people, places
and events in that part of the United
States which is west of the Mississippi river. It will be illustrated with
many authentic pioneer and aboriginal portraits, and with maps, views,
plans or restorations of oli) landmarks. Altogether, It promises to be
such a work of reference as the west
has long needed.
PARKER

AND

THE PRESIDENCY.

Star.

"

of being elected in 1904,
has announced that "Parker
do." And without Bryan's
Democratic candidate has a
a show next year. K. C.

6an Juan couny has not Its promised si eel works nor its promised railroads as yet, but the enterprising poo-piin those parts keep right on makthe
country one of the best In New
ing
Mexico. A company is at work at present taking out a canal from the Piedra
river to Irrigate a large section of
country between that river and the
Pine. While considerable of this tract
e

lies In Colorado, yet. a largo portion to
be covered by the ditch lies in San
Juan county. It Is fine land and severwill be built
On al prosperous settlements
national republican conventions.
on It. New Mexican,
in
Is
Justified
that ground the delegate
THE FOURTH HARVEST.
appealing to the senate to refuse to
confirm tho nomination of tho MichiThe reports of Fourth of July accigan Judge, The people of the territo dents now seem to be about all In.
ry will give united support. Let the Up to date seventy-fivpeople have
appeal be made on the ground of prln been reported killed and more than
clplo only. Not that New Mexico has 4.000 seriously Injured. As these startany particular favorite. A score of ling reports are to be compared with
her citizens richly merit and are capa a tola! of twenty-onkilled and two
ble of honoring the high position. But thousand Injured last evening, Uncle
the republican Sam's
In common honesty,
"day after" feeling must be
senators should redeem tholr party much more severe than usual. This
from the charge of a wilful violation
showing argues that the deadlines
of sacred pledges of the parly plat- of the
explosives used Is Increasing
form.
in alarming ratio.
fjew Mexico doesn't want Judge
Reports show that moBt of the kill
Smith, be ho as wise as a law giver of ed and
Injured are children, and the
for
Solon. She believes herself ready
this year should con
fatalities
list
of
and will resist to the
vince parents that greater restriction
fill
to
outsiders
of
last the sending
must be placed on Young America. It
her official positions.
there are parents unwise enough to let
MICHIGAN AT THE WORLO'SFAIR. Irresponsible children handle the dead- Tho
Michigan legislature hns appro- ly toy pistol and the not less deadly
priated $.10,000 for the state exhibit cannon firecrcacker, the law should
at. (he World's, Fair, St. Louis. A state step In and prevent the sale of It ese
tmllill-r"w- fil
bo erected and an exten Implements of carnage.
There pre plenty of comparatively
sive exhibit of the state's industries,
products and' resources will be made. harmless devices for children, and H
Michigan's appropriation brings the Is high time tho Fourth of July sales
total of state and terrltollal appropri to minors were restricted to fireworks
ations for the fair up to $4,817,000 which will not kill or malm the Inrv
with several states still to be heard perlenced.
from.
It is no slight surprise to find Mr.
A WESTERN HISTOflY.
Chamberlain's son, Austen, who Is
Dr. F. W. Cragln, formerly for nine now poBtmnHler-genera- l
in tho Balfour
years profesttor of natural history in ministry. In the ranks of those union
Washburn College, Topelta, and who 1st members of Parllment who oppose
for the past twelve years has been the colonial secretary's preferential
profesHor of geology in Colorado col tariff and protectionist schemes. This
lege, Colorado Springs, has resigned division In the family wns ontlrely un- his position In the littler institution
looked for. as the son hitherto has
laying aside the profession of teach been a devoted follower of the mastering.
Though not permanently relln ful father in politics. It is, however,
qulHhlug the field of geology, he will much to tho son's credit, and will innow devote himself to literary and crease the respect of the contempo
historical work, and especially for the raries for hlin, since his attitude re
next two or three years to tho prep- veals an independent mind.
aration of a topical history of the
Walter L. Gilliam who for some
early west. Dr. Cragln has been en
time
has been employed In the office
Intervals
this
for
work
at
gaged upon
several years pant, and expects to of Territorial Secretary W. J. Ray
make It now the principal object of nolds of Santa Fe, has resigned and
his time and research. It will be a departed for the state of Washington

...',.

e

--

Fsfty Years the Standard

Battle With Robbers.
SEATTLE, Wash., July 8. In a desperate battle with three highwaymen,
Chrlea Cunningham
was shot and
probably fatally wounded early this
Policeman Newman, who
morning.
until Cunninghan
fought
came to his aid, shot one of the robbers
after a terrific struggle. This robber,
James Barton, was brought to police
headquarters, his bloody mask hanging
from a
face. His face
was a mass of cuts from Newman's
hand-cuffenThree highwaymen
tered the Palace hotel on Weller
street, where tbey held np. Mrs.
Johnson, the landlady, a woman more
than 70 years of age. Summoned by
a guestj Newman and Cunningham
tackled the highwaymen, and after a
long fight Barton was overpowered.
The others escaped.
single-hande-
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Will

up-to-da- te

in

that

Cases

Protect Them.

Style, Finish and
Manufacture,

FIRST-CLAS- S

REPAIRING

o

t
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Jeweler ana Optician.

G0G Douglas Avenue.
?

ii

Mens' fine Straw Hats. We have the finest
and most complete line in the city.

0

w

a unit. Inspectors, consequently, will
Investigate proposed routes in the or
der in which applications are received
regardless of the pressure brought to
bear by Individual congressmen for
favors for particular districts. It may
be too much to expect that the Influ
ence, or pull, of the more powerful
congressmen will be eliminated by
any such change; possibly they will
"work" the department as successful
ly as ever, Yet the proposed change
is an encouraging effort by the depart
ment to Improvo administration.

m

Panamas - Porto Ricos - Manilas

SPORLEDER SHOE CO.
HASONIC TEMPLE

Yum!
Yum!

The agitation concerning postal ad
ministration hns already done good in
bringing about a change In the establishment of free rural delivery routes
It Is announced that hereafter con
grossional districts will be Ignored
while each state will be regarded as

Exquisite patterns
not to bo seen elsewhere.
Very large and choice variety
complete sets for walls,
ceilings and borders

Watermelons

,

i CAR. LOAD I

TJJoore Lumber (Go;
F. GEHRING
J:

- MASONIC TEMPLE,
Sells the Famous
Meal
Quick
Ranges
and the Perfect

now
ON THE POAD

for

1

Challenge Refrigerators

GROCER.

FuU

Assortment Fishing Taokle
SHEEP

Crown the Feast
good Salad Dressing

finds Itself almost penniless.
Mayor
Gilbert will be able to write an artl
cle for the Ladles' Home Journal on
"How to run a city on Sixty-eigh- t
Cents a Day." '

ABLWL PAPrS

High

With the taxes from the flood suf
ferers remitted and the revenue from
the Joints shut off, Kansas City, Kans

DIP

Hammocks In Variety
TANKS -A- LL SIZES

SADDLERY

HARNESS.

is delicious on every kind
of salad.
Hot or Cold

o

Heat, Cowl, Eggs and

In St. Louis the school teachers
have been granted an increase of 6
per cent In salaries. Since the loot
ing of the city treasury was stopped
St. Louis can afford to be liberal.

tables.

Veg--

AMERICAN

i

.

oiLvcn

Ferndell

TRU30.

man's true friends keep quiet
when some one Is enumerating, his

is the smoothest, richest
and tastiest, most relishing combination of pure

virtues.

ingredients.
good,

If you wish tfl. borrow money It will
pay you to Investigate the plan of
Inthe AetnABnfhHnii association.
quire of fl$y. Of Hunker, Sec. 129-t- f

it

-

C

never gets

35 and 05 cent
-- AT-

ran-ranci-

-

i

.Eatylo Wer.

r No

Benin.

pruur

on
Back,
Nounderttrmpt,

6rtmt

bottle

-

LIGHT,
COOL.

Hipior

Hernia
Wllb Comfort.

..BOUCHERS..

For the most teantlful rooms In the
Pension tn the
south we$t go,, te I
165-tCoort block.-- -

j ffnIrJ-

None so

.

Nevar move,

For SeJ by

O. G. SCHAEFER

a

f.
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DRUGGIST

i

WE BRAG
1

las

Vegas

Roller

Mills,!

J.R.SMITH, Prep.
Wholcaalo and Kotall ficaler In

ON

I

I High Quality

f LOUR,

GRAHAM, CORN MLU, BRAN

Las Vegas 1

t

Hllthest rnnh price
liiild for M'lllnir Wheat
wl
IVlorado
heat for fttl In Reason
LAS VCGAS, N. M.

Low Prices
OF

If you want to gain flesh and feel
well drink Macbeth water; pure,
sparkling, refreshing, medicinal; delivered where you want It by Peter
Roth.

Everything in
llitrriwiiN',
Tin Hiiro.

Kiiniiii'W'ilware,

Awarded

Cutlery, rto.
X

t

Thompson Hardware Co

PIttlnger has Just received a fine
assortment of picture frame mouldings and mats; also the latest patterns
9 and
colorings in wall paper. 620

I

...

U.

WHEAT. ETC.

and

Santa Rosa

...

WELL BALANCED.
Your accounts cannot well get in a
tangle if your money is deposited with
and all payments made through this

bank.

.

It

is our business to take care of
your business the banking part of it
and we do it with tbe accuracy that
comes from experience.
The bank's past history is a guaran-

-

Liu Vckim 'Phone
&

.Ug!i$t lienors VerH's Fair.

A. T. & S. P. Watch Inspector

on

A Railroad Change.
SALT LAKE, Utah, July 8. At
midnight last night, that part of the
Oregon Short Line railroad system
south of Salt Lake City was formally
turned over to the San Pedro, Los
Angeles & Salt Lake railroad and becomes part of the system. Senator W.
A. Clark of Montana and' associates
aro building to southern California.
Word was received at the headquarters of the Salt Lake road last night
that all the details of the transfer of
the road and rolling slock had been
completed and notifying the officials
to take charge at midnight.!
the road
The work of building
across southern Nevada will be push
cd with all speed.

There was during tho last fiscal
year an iticreane of $125,552,780 in the
money circulation of tho country,
bringing the total up to $2,375,64.1..!.'57.
Of the Increase nearly $7.1.000.000 was
in gold certificate.!. The amount of
gold in the treasury, including the
greenback redemption fund and thai
being held against certificates, bss
reached the unprecedented amount of
31.639,898, an Increase of $71,439.-59over last year. The treasury
notes Issued for the purchase of silver
have been diminished by something
over $10,000,000, being now less thau
There was an inerea of
$20.000,000;
almost $56,000,000 in the bank not
circulation, raising tht volume to
$413,670,50 on the last day of June.
This Is practically an addition to the
Heady volume of currency.

JEWELRY

Strong and
Durable, in

A

i.

Quality

with

WATCHES

d

Review In Honor of Loubet.
LONDON, July 8. The great review at Aldershot today proved the
most brilliant function that has yet
taken place in connection with the entertainment of President Loubet. M.
Loubet made a private visit to Windsor Castle In the forenoon, returning
ot London In time to take luncheon
at the French embassy. Immediately
afternoon the French chief executive
accompanied Queen Alexandria to Al
dorshot, whither King Edward, the
Prince of Wales and a large military
suite had preceded the distinguished
visitor from the French republic. The
scene on the field was a vey brilliant
one and called forth words of enthusiastic praise from M.
and his
suite.

VUlllUIIItU

Strength

d

blood-staine-

Judge Parker would make a respectable candidate for the Democratic
party to place on ita ticket. But his
campaign would be simply an attempt
to put the Democracy on a basl
where It would have some hope of
winning in 1908, He would have no
prospects
as Bryan
will not
help no
ghost of

ADDITIONAL TELEGRAPH.

S. Mail and

Passenger Stage
Eugenie Romtro, Prop.
Leaves Laa Vegas Postofflce
7 o'clock a. m. Mondays,

Wednesdays and Fridays
Arrlven at ttanta Rosa
at e p. m. tbe same day,

Hter

One Way. 0.; Round Trip, 111.
To or from Bado da Juan Pais, 13
Exprtit Carried it Reasonable Chirgee.
AGCNTS
Verut
Esslnfrer A Judell.U'ntrr.,L
E. Rosenirald k 9on, Plaza, Las Vegas

tee for the future.
Deposits of $1 and upwards received.

Plaza Trust

&

Savings Bank,

LAS VEQAS. N. M.
JarrtKoos Raykoi.tm. President,

Herman

D.

Mtik.

Vlw-P- re.

Haixkt Raynolmi. Caihler.

S. R. Dearth
Undertaker and
Embalmer.
Cut Flowers....
and Monuments..
Both 'Phones,

maker ranch on El Cielo. to abide in
Heaven for six weeks.
Judge Frank Parker passed through
the city this afternoon on his way to
Michigan to visit his daughter. Judge
soon to wed an accomplish friends without
Parker
J.'H. McCutcheon is here from
any concession upon
ed young lady of Las Cn'
as to what we might do In
my
part
Mr3. M. E. Green and granddaugh
Tito Melendez visited the city today
resisting the confirmation of Judge
of Albuquerque, passed through Smith.
ter,
Mora.
from
the city yesterday en route of Chicago,
Next morning I went to see the pre-Judge Henry L. Waldo has gone to
lived for many years bewhere
they
and expressed to him the deep
Kanas City.
to the sunny southwest. jldent,
to the people of New
E. R. Wright was in the city today fore coming
disappointment
Mis3 Anna Niehoff, who has been a Mexico and of
myself and pointed
from Santa Rosa.
B.
T.
Hon.
member of the family of
out the platform promises In this matMrs. Edith Perry left last night for
Catron for several years, passed ter of the judgship.
He regretted
a visit in Denver.
through the city yesterday bound for that I looked at It in that way, but
from
Capt. L. C. Fort has returned
Denver, where she will make her said that he had made the promise
his trip to Oklahoma.
in the future.
home
Albuabout a year before to appoint Judge
from
ia
up
Father Durante
B. Letvy, formerly city engineer, Smith. I did not think that was much
P.
querque for a few days.
and A. H. Shaffero, wno nave Deen of an excuse, but did not have much
Governor M. A. Otero and wife re
down in the lower country on a sur tn Rftv about it. pxceDt to show in a
turned to Santa Fe today.
tour for Gross, Kelly & Co., dignified way my deep disappoint
Jesus Jesus was in the city today veying
returned
and
today on No. 2, accompanied ment. Major Muller
Mayor
trading with the merchants.
of Santa Fe, were present
by a large crop of whiskers.
Sparks
came
in
Paso
El
of
Roe
Geo.
Agent
Mrs. Lawrence Fox, who has been when this occurred In the president's
from the south this afternoon.
and myself and
Mrs E. H. Salazar and children a guest at the sanitarium for several room. The president
home
the very best
are
her
for
the
left
last
general
attorney
months,
night
afternoon.
went, to Santa Fe this
came of friends; nothing undignified has
Wallace Raynolds, territorial secre- in Lamed, Kans. Her husband
to aceomuanv the lady home. ever occurred between us. The only
hf
tary, was a southbound passenger to
She expects to return here next win- official with whom I ever lost my pa
day.
tience was the secretary of the inter
,
ter.
was
of
Chaperito
Desiderio Apodaca
matter.
Marcy
ior over the Fort
Miss
and
Miss
Papen
Miss Tuttle,
todav on business with
in hn
Sparks and Major Muller were
Mayor
scnooi
Las
the
Vegas
Sallle
Douglas,
the merchants.
when this occurred also and
A. J. Loomis, the popular deputy teachers who left here some weeks present
of
course, know that there was
they,
rniifptnr of the internal revenue is ago for a trip through the eastern
about it. It was
undignified
nothing
from.
They
country, have been heard
here on business.
on my part
assertion
a
proper
merely
J. W. Baxter, E. Noch and John Rog are at Niagara Falls viewing the many
of the right of the people of the terri
there
will
return
leave
ers left this morning on their
sights of Interest, and
tory to receive respectful treatment
home to Mineral Hill.
shortly for Montreal and other Can tnr thplr ripmandd at the hands of
interest.
of
A. O. Larrazola left this morning adian points
any official of the government.
for Gallinas, where he has some legal
Capt. W. H. Jack, of Silver City. N.
I write thus at length so that the
business to look after.
M., president of the New Mexico Cat people of New Mexico may know that
Sister Mary de Salles, who has been tle Grower' association, was here for I do not forget myself in my inter
here several days visiting, left today a short time yeterday, on his way to course in their behalf with the offi
Union county. Mr. Jack goes- - to visit cials of this ereat gvernment.
in return to Santa Fe.
Sin
P. h. Pinard and family left yester the ranches of the Crow Foot Cattle cerely yours,
B. S. RODEY.
day on a visit to his daughter and company, of which he is a general man
,
Price Much Reduced on Hats,
ager. The ranges are along the cours
family in Union county.
A. M. Adler of the firm of Adler & es of the Dry Cimarron, near Folsom.
Dress bats, street hats, outing hats.
all sharply cut in price to sell out for
Lewis, left today for Wagon Mound
Wanted First class male cook for the season. Ladles furnishings also
on a short business trip.
cut-ofat lower prices.
J. H. Gilmore left today in return well drilling camp on Santa Fe
and
transporta
wages
Misses O'Brien, Bridge St,
to his home on the upper Pecos, after Will pay good
once to
at
man.
Apply
to
tion
good
in
the
a very pleasant visit
city.
t
no to Pattv's for poultry netting,
Sheriff Cleofes Romero, the wide H. C. Williams.
window screen, lawn hose and garden
136-t- f
awake sheriff of this county, returned
tools.
last night from a trip to Santa Fe.
BASEBALL,
YESTERDAY'S
Mrs. M. B. Ward is prepared to do
Mrs. O. L. Gregory was a passenger
s
dressmaking at 902 Third
on No. 8 this mprning for Erie, Pa
National League,
street. L. V. 'Phone 174. 172-lwhere she will spend several weeks
H.
At Pittsburg
Mrs. M. C. Rudulph
is in return
7
A good refrigerator saves money by
from a trip to Revifelto, where she has
- 2
5
Ice and preserving food. Gehr- . .
.....-saving
been spending some time visiting her
Jones
and
sells
Smith;
that kind.
ing
Batteries: Doheny
son.
Ritter.
T.
and
C. H. McVay. Boulder, Colo.; ft.
When you go camping, go first to
R. H. E
At Chicago-Chic- ago
Caney, Trinidad; John W. McCutchen,
2 Gehrine's for fishing tackle, fire arms
8
3
.. ..
Albuquerque,- are registered at the
2 and ammunition.
6 12
New Optic.
Philadelphia
Batteries: Wicker and Kling; Dug- FOR SALE, CHEAP
W. E. Ogle, the district Manager of
house,
Roth'.
and
with bath, cellar, barn. Best loca
the Mutual Life Insurance company, gleby
E
H.
R.
avenue.
Inquire
tion; on Columbia
At Cincinnati
has returned from a successful trip to
3
of or address, S. T. Kline, 320 Na
3 11
Cincinnati
the Santa Rosa country.
lo-t- i
avenue.
tional
0
8
5
Mrs. Guy Gatchel returned on No. Boston
1 today from Topeka. where she has
Take comfort in a hammock from
Bateries: Pool and Bergen; Tratt
been visiting for some time past, and and Moran.
Gehring's; he has all kinds.
liH. E.
At St. Louis
Guy is happy once more.
1 FOR RENT
9
Nicely furnished room,
Secifndino Romero, the affable and st. Louis
2
9
3
of light housekeeping,
with
this
clerk
left
privilege
district
York
accommodating
New
at 918 8th St.
afternoon for Albuquerque accompan
Batteries: Currie and Ryan: Taylor
ied by Gabriel Montoya.
and Bowerman.
Ragan has the finest line of card
....
A crowd of California Endeavorera
American League.
... .
IT. E. mounts ever brought to the city.
wearing yellow badges passed through
At New York
Those wishing to got the best pho
the city this afternoon, bound for the
1 tograplis for the least money for the
C. E. convention in Denver.
New York ..
next six months, go to Itagan's studio,
W. C. Butman, an Albuqeurque phoBatteries: White and McFarland;
tographer, passed through the Mead J. Tannehill and O'Conor.
ows yesterday afternoon on his way
R. IT.
At Washington-Washin- gton
Perry Onion pays cash and good
to Denver on a business trip.
7
5
. .
prices lor household goods. Monte
Mrs. George L. Davis was a passen Cleveland
2 It
Carlo Hall. Colo. Phone No. 271. 143-t- f
ger through the city yesterday on her Batteries: Orth and Kittredge; Dorway from Albuquerque to Grand Rap ner and Bemls.
FOR RENT Two nicely furnished
ids, Mich., to spend the summer.
R. H. E. rooms with bath and electric light:
At Boston-Bo- ston
- B. H. Newlee, who has Charge of the
Call at
,. 2 13 1 convenient to both towns.
'
188-t- f
Santa Fe engineer corps at this point, St. Louis . . ,. .
...3 9 2 1015 Dougles avenue.
drove oot to El Porvenlr this morning
Ev:
Batteries Gibson and Crlger;
The Laa Vegas Light ft Fuel Co.,
with his family to spend the day.
ans.Sudhoff and Kahoe.
are now prepared to furnish Willow
Bishop J. M. Kendricks of Phoenix
t..
E.
II.
R.
Philadelphia-i-DetrolAt
Creek coal at $4.50 por toa ieiered,
Ariz., arrived on No. 2 today and will
I27 tf
2 or 13.90 by the car
. 8 13
.. .. ..
be entertained at dinner this evening
7
9
7
Philadelphia
at the residence of A. H. Whltmore.
Batteries: Donovan and McGufre;
W. E. Hill, the Jovial proprietor
Coakley, Henley and Schreck.
of the El Dorado, and Jack Unrig, the
Western League.
engineer, left this morning for a trip
At Kansas City
R. IT. E.
of the
up the canyon on a fishing expedition Kansas Ctiy
1
3
6
N. J. Glldner, James Edd, Trinidad
Rosenthal
6 12
0
Furniture Company.
Peoria
W, C. Ogle, Denver;' M. J. Stanton, St.
Bateries: Ilallay and Ullrich; Alio-wa- We will
shortly remove to the
Louis; A. Whalen and wife, McPher-son- ,
and Hessler.
New
Duncan Building
are stopping at the El DoKan.,
It. H. E.
At Des Moines
" !
rado. ' " '
s
' 8
Moines .. . .
Des
10
Next
to the Fostofflce.
' .T. A. Whlttier and
wife, Riverside, Colorado Springs
3:'
1
9
. For the next 30 days,
Cal.; R. M. Miller, Chicago; Ed E.
Batteries: Barry and Marshall; VIUe
Ford, Kansas City; Ben Levy, are man and Starnagle.
,,
(Commencing July 1st, 1903),
'
' 4
; It. -among the late arrivals at the
At Omaha
TTT!.
We offer every item in the
C.
4
7 JX.,
Omaha v.
t.
FURNITURE
DEPARTMENT
A.
Mennet,
representative of Denver
1
1
5
Browne, Manzanares & Co., accompanat
Batteries: Mlllon And Gondllng;
ied by his wife, left for Mora and vi20 per cent. Discount for Cash.
Eyler and Schel,
cinity yesterday on an outing of a week I At Milwaukee Milwaukee-St- .
JosEverything exactly as represented.
or more.
eph game postponed.- - St Joseph did Now is your time to secure the greatE.
V.
has
Judge
returned from not arrive.
Long
est bargains ever offered In New Mexa ten days' trip to the Santa Rosa
American Association.
ico.
An Interesting article with
country.
At Minneapolis
$2.80 for $3.00 Metal Beds, any size.
reference to the promising section ap- Minneapolis
3
$1.80 for $2.25
Woven Wire Bed
pears elsewhere.
Kansas City
.8 Springs.
Mrs. Herman Hase, wife of an AlAt Columbus-Colum- bus
$2.00 for $2.50 Gold Medal Folding
3
buquerque wool buyer, passed through
..
Cots.
8
.yesterday afternoon on her way to Louisville .. ..
$6.80
for $8.50 Golden Oak Cheffon- Denver to spend several weeks as the
At Toledo-To-ledo
lers, 5 drawers.
guest of friends.
.. ..
3
J. E. McMahon, the chief train dis- Indianapolis
,
6 $14.80 for $18.50 Golden Oak Side
boards
for
Santa
St.
the
At
left
Fe
here,
Paul
patcher
last night for Wisconsin to spendthlr-t- St. Paul .. ..
0
and thousands of others.
or sixty days. His family went
8
Milwaukee .. .,
Bargains of a Life Time.
some weeks ago.
o
Rosenthal Furniture Co.
The Rev. A. C. Geyer, pastor of the FOR RENT Elegant housekeeping
Next to Western Union Telegraph
M. E. church, and family, left bright
rooms; electric light, bath at C28
t
office, Las Vegas, N. M.
Grand avenue.
and early this morning for the Schoon- -
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LAS VEGAS
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i

MOST COMMODIOUS
DINING

ROOM

.

mmm ME

.

son-nam-

OF LAS VEGAS.

... AND ...

MOST EXCELLENT

Oapltal Paid In, $100,000.00

SERVICE

IN THE CITY
IS

AT

FOUND

J. M.

OFFICERS!

DUVALL'S
H. OOKE,

FRIENDS

TAKE

MEET

,

TO

THEM

FRANK SPn.'"CZa, Vloe-Pre- a.
F.D. JANUARY, Asst. Cash&r
INTEREST PAID ON TI"E DEPOSITS

H. W. KELLY,

President

SA VKtOS BAMK,
tXTSA VE your rntog by dopmHInnthom lit THE IMS VEOAS
Hmlmn mih mm Itmnnma.
'Fumn v linllMf avMtf la f mm mToHmpm HMflV."
vhaM fhaii tlll

DUVALL'S...

'

FOR A
GOOD DINNER.

IIIIIMMIIIIIIMIIIIIIM

I

VOGT&CO.

H E.

Mexie

New

SANITARY PLUMBING
Steam

Duncan Opera House

CUCUr.lDERS,

and

Hot Water

WEDNESDAY,

WAX DEANS,

Heating.

SHOP

Seventh and Donglas Ave.

Second Grand
'

t

OSTEOPATHIC SURGEON
Graduate under the
KouiHler of the teleDr. A. T. HUH,
at KlrWsvtlle, Ho,

net-.

f

T mow

diseases

my specialty

Libby's Elegant Canned Meats
Underwood's Superior Sardines
Deviled Crabs
Lobster

Consultations and examinations
T are freer inquirers are cordially in
X

vitedtocaii atoincr,
OLNEY BLOOK,
BTOKE

OVERSTEAKNS'GUOCEUY
HOCUS.

and the beat local talent one
complete act of the beauti-- ;
!; ful Italian opera,"

For Hot Weather Luncheon

enrunit irurautr.

oi

I

Jm,

8p, m.
At other times by appointment.
Successor to Dp. Purviance.
1
Mi

$

I

Lucia Di Lammermoor

il7- -

J. H. Stearns. Grocer.

tad

a.

.

................

y

bo-for-e

17

Filters
The Sutton Tripoli stone filter

Browne & Manzanares Co j

Druggist
and

Bookseller.
Crockett Block

Successor to

IVHOLECALE

Las Vegas

STAR

A,

0. SCHMIDT

HIDES

WOOL,

Manufacturer of

AND

PELTS

I

Vsgona, Carrlssom,
Mmtmral, amf Hmavy Hani-muOmnmral BlmokmrnHhkig

tad Hormm.ho.lng a Spaofml-jMatlmf motion Oaayaaf
AT rOUHTAIM SQUAHt

.
All Kind of Native Produce,
Plows, Harrows, Cultivators,
McCormick's Mowers and Reapers

r.

I

Gray's Threshing Machines,
Hay, Rakes, Bain Wagons,
Grain and Wool Bap, Bailing Ties, Fence Wire. Etc
Ranch Supplies, Navajo Blankets,
Hay, Grain and Feed.

SI

Before

:

Suits

Spring;

TAILOR,

SAMPLE

i

DRIED FRUITS AND VEGETABLES.

LAS VEOAS, NSW MEXIOO
EL PASO, TEXAS.

In

ud

HAY, GRAIN AND FEED
Security "Stock and Poultry Food

!

'-

1

OOLsXY'8

Our V;ork Will Please You
Duncan,

Sixth Street, Between Grind

ESTABLISHED

Dr.

B.
T-V-

M.

snd

R, R. Avenun

1888.

Williams.

DENTIST V

moat mo4rn applltne.aV"
Denll.try.
Lae Vetfaa, N. M
Bridge St.
Th

for

Vp-lo-D-

l.

I ..PARLOR BAR HER SHOP..
CCNTtll STREET
WORKMEN.
..FIRST
f
CLASS

O.L0MOOS.V.

Pf.

BUTTONl.

t

V 429 Manc'&naras Avenue. V

&

VltWo,

CLEAN, DYE
REPAIR
and
men
clothing and ladles' fine
garments. Also hlgh-rtas- s
tailor
lug. Work guaanteed.
GUS
HOLMES, next to Ed. Henry'e.

Bofh'PhonM 925.

Chaffin

native

developing and finishing for am
ateurs. Also watch reimlrlne and
music furnshed for. balls and
parties. 3. B. Martinez, tent opp.
1891m
city hall. '

LINE AMOLE SOAPS.

J3 NOLAN
P.Wholesale
Retail Oealea

Pliu.

Itrlfled Brick Sidewalks, over-lasting, handsome, economical
Work of all kinds In native red
stone. Estimates furnished on
brick and stone buildings. All
work guaranteed. W. W. Wal
lace, "Vegas 'Phone 286.

HOTOS,

lood In the Piece
to select from. . . .

RllSSell,

V. Phone 230. Southwest Cor.

Both Kansae City and
Meata.

DEALERS IN . .

a

Placing. Your Order
See Those Nobby

Meat Market
L

snd Dealer In all kinds of

Removal

pmtm

LOREtlZEtl

HENRY

WaM

end dellveMjl
supply, is
perfectly simple, Instantly clean- able. See It working at The Optlo
office. For sale by 3. P. Flint
Prices 12 to S6. Central hotel.

'

2-

--

that

y

........

PEOPLE

A FILTER

mySmummammmmrmm(rmhgmmff:mmm

E. G. MURPHEY

.....

r

(BY REQUEST)

Chevalier
Pietro Buzzi

W. Houf. i). 0.,

I treat all

Operatic Concert

By the Celebrated Italian Teuor,

OSTEOPATHY i
H.

JulyO

At 8.30 Slurp.

SUMMER SQUASH,
PEARS,
LAO CRUDES PEACHES.
AMDER APRIOOTS,

Repairing Promptly Done.
A Corner

Gains

Orchards

Six-roo-

.28

VIoe-PrasE- ant

O. r. HOSKINS, Treasurer
PAID UP CAPITAL, 030,000.00

ANY

THE DEPOT

AT

President
Oashler

THE LAS VEGAS SAVINGS DAUK

... CENTER STREET.

IF YOU ARE TO

1

OUNNINOHAKI,

D. F. HOSXIXS,

A.

Surplus, $SO,CCO.CD

SMOOTH
EDGES
on

COUPON
BOOKS

and CUFFS

good for
$5.00
Worth of
WORK

Laundered
by the

for
$4.50.

COLLARS

Las Vegas STEAM LAUNDRY.
Both Phones.

Free Delivery.

,
I

LIVERY for comfort-- I
able rigs and reliable teams.
Vehlelea
For tale.
Standard
work In buggies, surreys, road
wagons, etc. Bridge atreet. west
side.

VsllSUIlS,

SAN, MIGUEL RANK

docs repairing and cleaning of men's
and ladles' clothing in the most satisfactory manner. Ladles' and gentleman's tailor,

NEW

DRESSMAKING

PAR-lo-

fi

have been opened by

Miss Winifred

Sullivan

tt

725 Seventh street, and ladies
are invited to ci'.l

The best of material, carefully prepared, nicely and quickly served, by
attentive and sprightly waiters, on attractive tablee, In cool and comfortv
ble- - dining
room euca Is DuvUt
Restaurant.

t.Hl

6

LAS VEGAS

4

:

Brief Resume of the Important

WANTED.

Directory.

WANTED A girl for general house
ATTORNEYS.
work. Apply Geo. Hay ward at
Graaf ft Hayward's.
t
George H. Hunker, Attorney at law.
Office, Veeder block, Las Vegas, N.
If.
WANTED A good cook, colored man
and wife or one strong white woGeorge P. Monty, Attorney-At-LaUnited States atand
man, on ranch twelve miles out
torney, office in Olney building,
west side
Apply F. O. Klhlberg,
Laa Vegaa. N. M. ...
;
164-t- f
near Catholic church.
Attorney-At-Law- ,
Frank Springer,
MANAGER
WANTED
Trustworthy
Offloa la Crockett building, East Laa
lady or gentoman to manage business
yegaa. N. M. '
In this county and adjoining territory
Office for well
E. V. Long, Attorney-At-Law- .
and favorably known bouse
In Wyman block, East Las Vegas,
of solid financial
$20.00
standing.
W. It.
;
straight cosh salary and expenses,
OfA. A. Jones, Attorney-At-Law- .
paid each Monday by check direct
fice In Crockett building, East Laa from headquarters. Expense money
N.
M.
Vegaa,
Adadvanced; position permanent.
dress Thomas Cooper, Manager, 1030
DENTISTS.
Caxton Bldg., Chicago.
Dr. E. L. Hammond, Dentist,
to Dr. Decker, rooms Bulte No.
FOR RENT.
7, Crockett block. Office hours 9 to
11 and 1:30 to 6:00. L V. 'Phone 239, Two rooms
for light housekeeping,

Doings In New Mexico Town).

37-6-

f

lit

i

bat

i

59-1-

8uc-ceas-

MINES, FARMS,

RANGES,

ETC.

Bols-nm-

Bless thee, swet vacation girl.
Vacation girl with locks
With thy sweetheart 'neath the moon
And thy merry college tune.
Thou art till our pride and pearl,
Bless thee, sweot vacation girl."

Intensely hot weather is reported
from southern New Mexico.
A New Mexico paper has It that 800
gallons of liquid were taken from the
pope's pleura cavity.

n

48-t- f.

t

Poorman."

PRINTING.

FOR RENT Furnished rooms for
The following reprOBuntativea left
808 Fifth street Santa Fe yeslerdny
light housekeeping.
morning for Den108 lm
Colo., to attend the International
ver,
RESTAURANT8.
convention of the Christian Endeavor
FOR RENT Four partly furnished
Mr. and Mrs. J. E. Wood,
Duval'a Restaurant Short Order-Re-gular
society;
to
Club
House
or
bouses; apply
the
meals. Center street.
Mlases Anna Ilase,
Stella
Sloau,
R. 1L Goike, Hot Springs.
181-tEdna Berger,
Daisy
Patterson,
TAILORS.
FOR RENT A small four room furn Messrs. W, 3. Mcpherson ,and Carl
ished bouse. Apply 920 Eleventh Bishop.
B.
J.
Allen, The Douglas Avenue
.
tailor.
street.
Kltf
Albuquerque's flood bill amounts to
FOR RENT Two furnished
rooms $4,000. Half of this expense will be
SOCIETIES.
for light housekeeping.
Mrs. Jos- defrayed by the
city. The other half
eph H. Watrous, corner Fifth and
Eldorado Lodge No. 1, K. Of P
will be paid by the county. The city
147-t- f
no.
rsauonni
723.
meets everT Mnnrinv at A n m
Ave.,
at
council had a warm session before the
their Castle hall, third floor Clements
FOR
RENT
Two nicely furnished city share of the expense was ordered
corner
sum
street and Grand
piocK.
rooms with kitchen privileges In ad
avenue.
J. J. JUDKINS, C. C.
paid. The mayor and several council
dition, inquire at 810 Douglas
R. C. RANKIN, K. of R. S,
men lost their tempers and did some
'
f
SAUL ROSENTHAL, M. of F.
tall talking.
I. O. O. F., Lss Vegaa Lodge, No. 4, FOR RENT Grass pasture on Mesa
ranch, two miles east of city. Can
A large number of homestead and
meets every Monday evening at their
take care of cattle, mules and hors- desert land
entries have ben made
Ail
nau, Bum street.
brethvisiting
es. Inquire 718 Grand avenue.
f
ren are cordially invited to attend. 3.
In the vicinity of Alamogordo during
m. roric, n. u.; J, B. Meckel, V. G.; FOR RENT
FurnlBhed rooms, with the past month. People are getting
k. . ciwooo, sec.; w. E. Crttes,
or without board. No. 1102, corner the idea that
good land , backed by an
Treas.j 8. Rj Dearth,
Cemetery
of Columbia and Eleventh.
49tf
Trustee.
unsurpassed climate, with plenty of
surfuce water and good chances for
For Rent.
B. P. O. E., Meets First And Third
artesian water, is bound to be valuafurnished house, $15.00. ble In time.
Thursday evenings, each month, at Three-rooSixth street lodge room.
Visiting
urutDcrs coruiaiiy iviteti.
One
furnished house, $13.00.
Poor Market; Judge Seaman Field,
A. A. MALONEY, Exalted Ruler.
who returned last Sunday from a
T. E. BLAUVELT, Sec.
One
furnished houso, fi2.00, trip to Colorado, Wyoming, Nebraska
Rebtkah Lodge, I. O. O. F., Meeta
and other places In he northern grazBcona ana lourm ruursday evenings One
7 59.
houso, $12.00,
ing countries Is not at all favorably
'ewrfiasV, month at the I. O. 0. F. hall. One
houso, $12.00.
Impressed with the situation.
.
Judge
w""'
Mrs. oar- - One B
room house with bath $20.00, Field and A. W. Wilon went north
ah Crites, V. U.rMrs.A. J. Wertz.
8ec; Mrs. J. N. Shirley, Treas.
with something over 1000 head oi
Btorago room for household gioils what everyone who saw them consld
Las Vegaa Royal Arch Chapter No.
200-tered to be the best lot of yearlings
3. Regular convocations first Monday
MOORE
REAL
ESTATE
that had been unloaded at Denver
In each month. Visiting companions
AND INVESTMENT CO for many a day. But they found no
generally Invited. M...R. Williams, E.
193 tf.
625 Douglas Avenue.
H. P.; C. II. Sporleder. Sec.
demand for them, and with the exception of about 250 head which they
Laa Vegaa Commancrery K. T. No.
FOR 8ALE.
were fortunate In selling, they were
t. Regular conclave second Tuesday
to put them in pasture
of. each month.
compelled
Visiting
knights
FOR SALE A modorn
slxroom which
' Cordially welcomed. John S. Cla-13.
they secured on the Republican
house.
D. Ellsworth, 725 Fourth
J.
C; Chas. Tatnma, Reo.
river In Nebraska.
St.
1811m.
Eastern Star, Regular CommunicaMiJS BeBSie Fullenwlder,recenlly
of
tion second and fourth Thursduy evenFOR SALE Seven two year old Raton, who is ladles' Instructor at the
of
each
month.
All
brothings
visiting
ers and sisters are cordially invited. registered Hertford bulls; acclimated, new Fullenwider bowling alley In Al
Mrs. Julia Webb, worthy
matron; vaccinated and In fine condition. Ash buquerque now holds tho second highEarnest Browne, W. P.; Mrs. Emma ley Pond, Jr., Watrous, N. M. 159-test Indies' bowling score In tho ter
Benedict, See; Mrs. M. A. Howell,
ritory, having made a score a few
Treas.
If you want a bargain In a nice home days ago of 210. Mrs. F. M. Collp recome and aee this one. Nice B room tains the highest ladies' bowling score
MISCELLANEOUS.
house, bath, hot and cold water; of 203 to 222, and at the same time
fine largo fruit and shade trees; In five games making an average of
call-linWHY not have a new,
barn and aheds In good repair. 18fl.
card as well as a atylish dressT
Order a shaded old English card at
Good location.
Price $1,400 $400
The Optic.
A company Is taking out a ditch
cash, balance In small monthly pay
from
the Piedra river to irrigate a
menta.
TUB NICEST of meals, the best of
beds are to be found In the summer Very cheap, lease on Ranch of about large section of country between that
three acres, until Oct. 10th. Flue Btream and Pine river. The larger
resort at Roclada, near the mount- garden and fruit; some oats and part of this land lies In Colorado, but
sins. Terms, fl.SO per day, 19.00
corn. Currants and gooseberries In there Is a large tract In New Mexico
per week. For further particulars
abundance.
If crop Is bandied at that will be covered by the ditch. It
write or phone Mrs. Cutler, Roclada,
once will pay cost of lease; splendid la fine land and will make an Impor
M.
100-tchicken yards and houses.
Party tant addition to the eastern end of
San Juan county.
and must sell.
away
going
also
lessons in
DRESSMAKING,
MOORE
REAL
ESTATE
cutting and sewing; the French tail
To Spread Buddhism.
AND INVESTMENT CO.,
or system, square and tape, taught.
Tho Rev. K. Horl, head of Buddhist
193-t- f
625
Avenue.
Douglas
rupns anowed
$i.no
per day
missions in America, has begun the
while learning. Pethoud & Co.. 610
of a magazine called
publication
Douglas avenue.
1871m
"Light of Dharma," at San Francisco,
whose object Is to aid in a new Amer
VEGETABLES. Home grown,
Mr. IJorl, In the
ican propaganda.
DEW from the garden. Leave or
first number, says that the time Is
at Sisters' Convent for Bar
now come for the Buddhists lo meet
ney McNally.
the intellectual and spiritual demands
of the Occident. He announces that
graduates at the University of Toklo,
Japan, are to be brought to this coun
try to spread the gospel of Buddhism.
The Optic Job Rooms,
mercial printing.

Fine

Com-

avo-nuo- .

96-t-

66-l-
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..THE..

PALACE

MDERTAKINGn.

Mist Roosevelt's Bon Mot.
At a recent luucheon a young daugh
WJUJAM VAUGHN.
ter of a former cabinet officer who
has lived abroad told of an Italian
APPOINTMENTS
cabman whom she had met In her
ADMIRABLE OUISINE
s
OUR FUNERAL
are
travels who boasted that he had been
CCVXTEOUS ATTENTION
APPOINTMENTS
and we are married twenty-fivyears, and that
reaiiy at all times to carry out orders his wife had borne him twenty chil
in a thoroughly satisfactory manner. dren in that time. Without hesitation,
We have made a close study ef em Mis Alice Roosevelt said: "How fath
balming and our method Is according er would love that man."
to the most recent scientific discover
lea and modern practice.
Theer Is likely to be a bitter taste
can
and
man
lowly
JLty aseek
get
in a man's mouth after he has been
The W. M. UWIS COMPANY.
'Z i wife's undivided attention by talkI" NOW AMIS.
COOKS BLOCK forced to eat bU own words.
er
la bis sleep.

CZT

first-clas-

j

Some Things About Laa Vegaa Not
venerany Known to the
Outside Werld.

Lea Vogas.meaning "The Meadows,"
a the comty seat of San Miguel coun-.y- .
Ilea oi both aides of the GeUinaa
1ver, end, with lu suburbs, has about
10,000

inhabitants.

It has

excellent water works, arc
stores, beautiful residences
and Incandescent electric light plant,
telephone exchanges, headquarters of
the Atchison railway system, rew
Mexico division, together with railroad machine shops and
works, stock yards and large
and dipping plants.
(West of the river, the old town has
the quaint and picturesque Mexican
appearance adobe houses, narrow,
crooked streets, native people and
customs, handicrafts and occupations;
but the plaza and all of the lew town
east of the river, constitute a distinctive American city. The streets are
wide and well graded, while sidewalks
abound, shaded with growing trees.
Three parks, filled with grass and
trees, add to the beauty and healthful-nesof the place. Handsome
and
and Innumerable lawns, set In grass
and adorned with shrubbery and
flowers, combine to proclaim 8 cultured community, possessed of all modern comforts and conveniences.
Las Vegas Is the natural sanatorium of the United States, combining
more natural advantages than any
other place In America. Her thermal
waters are the equal of the Hot
Springs of Arkansas, while her climate
is infinitely superior. There is no
malaria, no excessive heat or cold, no
gnats, rats or mosquitoes. The air Is
pure, dry, rariiled. and highly electrified a certain cure for consumption,
It the disease be taken in time. The
hot waters are a specific for liver,
skin, rheumatic and blood disorders.
Her Montezuma hotel is the finest hostelry between Chicago and California
and is situated in a beautiful canyon,
five miles from town, where the hot
springs, forty in number, come boilBesides this,
ing to tho surface.
St. Anthony's Sanitarium, conducted
by the Sisters of Charity, and the
Plaza Sanitarium, conducted by Dr.
Wlllam Curtiss Bailey. M. D.
Las Vegas Is the distributing point
for nearly all New Mexico By the
Atchison system, she has connection
with Kansas on the east, Colorado on
the north, Arizona and California on
the west, and Texas and Old Mexico
on the south. Besides these, she has
more stage lines, connecting her with
tributary territory, than has any other
town in New Mexico. This territory
includes the entire section east and
south of the mountains, and comprises the counties of Colfax, Mora
Taos, San Miguel, Santa Fe, Socorro,
Dona Ana, Grant, Chaves, Lincoln, and
Eddy .with parts of Valencia and Bernalillo a country larger than all New
England. This takes In the famous
valley of the Rio Grande, and the less
famous, but not less excellent, valley
of the Pecos the finest fruit sections
of the west
There are eight large wholesale
houses, whose trade extends throughout the Territory, and into the ad
joining sections; while the volume of
this trade, and the value of the stocks
which they carry, cannot be duplicat
ed wes' of Kansas City and south of
Deaver. Tnree merchants' brokers
have selected the city as their dis
tributing center, the amount of their
yearly sales exceeding, In the aggregate, the combined sales of all other
such brokers In New Mexico. The
retail merchants, of Las Vegas, are
more numerous, and carry larger and
better stocks of goods than do the re
tail merchants of any other town In
this Territory or Arizona.
Larf Vegas has two daily and six
weekly papers, three banks, threo
building and loan associations, six ho
tels, many boarding houses, nine
well-fille-

Mr. Pat Garrett, collector of cus
toms at El Paso, says, according to
Colo. 115.
the Alamogordo Advertiser, that of ail
$8; 1008, Sixth street
the countries he ever saw, Tularosa Is
HOTELS.
FOR RENT A four room house with the Ideal fruit country.
Central Hotel, Popular Ratea, Clean
largo garden. Water rent paid. Inbeds. Douglas avenue.
In the southern part of the territory
quire of S. Kaufman or Henry
a lady named Austin was married to
HARNE88.
a gentleman who rejoices under the
rooms for name of Poorman.
J. C. Jones, The Harriets Maker, FOR RENT Furnished
An exchange heads
'
1102
Lincoln Its
light housekeeping.
Bridge street.
notice of the happy affair "Austin,
avenue. .
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sheep-shearin-

s

a number of clubs,
churches,
and all of the leading civic and
social societies; a roller flour mill,
per day;
capacity, fifty barrels
five
establishments,
wool an
3,000,000
of
pounds
cleaning
nually; a
brewery and
bottling establishment; a manufactory
of mineral and carbonated waters;
three wagon and carriage factorles;sad
die and harness factory; a foundry,
electric light plant, three planing
mills, and other enterprises of less lm
portance.
A city hall, four public school build
d

8, 1903

This, with the extreme dryness of the
air, caused by the very slight precipitation of moisture; the resinous aroma, rolling down from the pine-clamountains; the large amount of electricity in the air, and the consequent
ozone resulting from the altitude; and
the location of the town,
by mountain and mesa these all conspire to produce an atmosphere which
is a balm to all diseases of the respiratory organs. The percentage of
death from consumption is lower in
New Mexico than It Is anywheres else
In the United States; and no other
place in New Mexico excels Las Vegas
in the salubrity of its climate. Asthmatics experience immediate and per
manent relief, in this altitudo.
In the way of health and pleasure
resorts. Las Vegas Is unrivaled. In a
radius of twenty miles, In romantic
mountain glens and beside babbling
mountain brooks, are the Las Vegas
hot springs, Harvey's, El Porvenlr,
Blake's, Sparks' Sapello. Roclada.
and other places, too numerous to
mention, whero health can be recov
ered, and life becomes a pleasure to
the ennuye, the invalid, the overworked business man.
This Territory Is rich In everything
iron, copper, coal, lead, silver, gold,
that constitutes the wealth of nations.
mica, limestone, sandstone, marbles,
gypsum.salt.soda in endless variety and
exhaustless quantities, are among the
several products of the country which
Las Vegas commands. Sheep, cattle,
and lumber abound, so that in each
of these prime articles of commerce
this city is the best market in New
Mexico. She handles more wool than
all the other towns In the Territory
combined, while her commerce in hides
Is truly enormous. In the same way,
she stands
for her trade
in grains, hay, vegetables, and other
farm products; while her trade in ice,
gatnered in the neighboring mountain
canyons, extends east into Kansas
west into Arizona, and south into Old
Mexico.
d

land-locke-

Brutally Tortured.
case came to light that for per
sistent and unmerciful torture has
never, been equaled. Joe
perhaps
A

Golobick of Colusa, Calif., writes:
"For 15 years I endured insufferable
pain from Rheumatism and nothing
relieved me though I tried everything
came across Electric Bitters
known,
and it's the greatest medicine on
earth for that trouble. A few bottles
of It completely relieved and cured
me." Just as good for Liver and Kidney troubles and general debility.
Only 50c. Satisfaction guaranteed by
all Druggists.

Tolstoi's pamphlet, "Thou Shalt
Not Kill," has been suppressed in
Berlin. In Belgrado, now, this action
would not be surprising.
All Druggists Will Buy It Back.
You asoume no risk when you buy
Chamberlain's Colic, Cholera and Diar
rhoea Remedy. All druggists will refund your money If you are not satis
fied after using It. It Is everywhere
admitted to be the most successful
remedy In use for bowel complaints
and the only one that never falls. It
is pleasant safe and reliable. For sale
by all druggists.
"Does the girl know her business?'
"Know her business! Why, isn't she
starting out for the summer with a
perpetual smllo and a silk bathing
suit! Know her business, IndeeJ!"
New Yorker.
Valuable Time Saved.

Slight Injuries often disable a man
and cause several days' loss of time
and

when

blood

poison

develops,

sometimes results in the loss of a
hand or limb. Chamberlain's
Pain
Balm is an antiseptic liniment.

When

applied to cuts, bruises and burns it
causes them to heal quickly and with
out maturation, and prevents any dan
ger of blood poison. For sale by all
druggists.

Bloobs Scribbler has had no less
than nine plays rejected. Siobbs
Masonic temple, op What Is he doing? Blobbs Writing
ings, court-housera house, Territorial Normal school essays on the decline of the drama.
and Territorial Insane asylum and pub- St. Louis Lumberman.
lic buildings, constructed of red and
white sandstone, unsurpassed in beau
It Is said that the New York Central
ty by similar edifices in any town, of
railroad company has compromised for
equal size, In the states.
The latitude Is about the same as $30,000 the damage suit brought by
that of central Tennessee, while the al- the widow of E. C. Hinsdale, who was
titude Is nearly 6,500 feet This com- killed In the
tunnel disbination gives a peculiar, but most
aster
or
Mr. Hins-dnl- s
a
so
of
year
ago.
In
the winter, during
happy, result
was receiving a salary of $5000
the day, the thermometer seldom falls,
in the shade, belnw forty degrees, at the time of his death and was only
while It often runs in the sunshine, to 47
years old considerations which
sixty-fivdegrees or even more. On
the other hand, In the summer, the would have governed an assessment of
beat is never oppressive. In the shade, damages had the case gone to trial.
and no night Is too warm for
The railroad company has been mulcsleep, under one or two ted In larger sums than that on acblankets. The sun w(ll shine nine count of lives lost In the disaster
days out of ev ry ten, the year round. tho widow of one man
as we

f The

"IFS"

of Life

Make the guarantees of Insurance in The Mutual Life Insurance
Company of New York, valuable beyond all calculation. The following instance Is only one of Thousands:
The tat Archibald N. Waterhouse, of Philadelphia, who died snd-fien- ly
last Friday, held policies dmountinst to IK0.000 In the Mutual
lnsuran e company of New York. The forms of Insurance under
which th-s- e policies wcr Issued, wore so selected that his widow will
niceive a- -, once f2u,000 in cah snd an annual income of 1000 for twenyears, and If sheisllvinj at the end of that period she will receive
tyo0,0ii
In cash, making a total amount received under these policies
1140.0110 on which
tin premiums paid by Mr. Waterhouse amounted to
S.7,000.
only
(i,'rJm a'he Philadelphia Record, Nov. 13. 1903.)

In writing state what you would like to receive in cash at the
end of limited payment period, amount you would like your bene-

., MUTUAL

ficiary to receive.

LIFE INSVRANCE COMPANY OF

Oldest
Ir
America

NEW YORK

DARBY A. DAY, Manager, Albuqterque.

Li:

Larglat
In the
World

RICHARD A. MoCVRDY. President
N. M.

OGLE. Dist. Supt.. - LAS VEGAS. N. M.

Keep Your

Eye
on
This Space
for a
List

of
Legal Blanks
Printed

and

for Sale
by
The Optic.

Park-avenu-
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DON'T FEEL WELL
Have no appetite Can't sleep Bow
Liver Inactive. The
els constipated
stomach his become weak and ncdls
a medicine to strengthen it. Don't
waste time experimenting with this
or that remedy, but get a bottle )t
Hosteller's Stomach Hitters at once.
For 50 years It has been recognized
as tho leading stomach remedy of the
world, and bus cured thousands. Try
It.
Our private stamp Is over tho
neck of the bottle.

HOSTETTER'S
STOMiCH BITTERS.

(From the Sent'.nel, Gobo, Mont.)
In the first opening of Oklahoma to
settlers in 1SS9, the editor of this paper was among the many seekers after
fortune who made the big race one
fine day in April. During his traveling about and afterwards his camping
upon his claim, be encountered much
bad water, which, together with the
getting,
recall, some $90,00. He was shown to severe heat, gave him a very severe
have been receiving a salary of
diarrhoea which It seemed almost Im
Thus, where the law fixes no possible to check, and along In June
definite limit on the money value of a the case became so bad he expected to
life loRt, a railroad company Is made die. One day one of his neighbors
t olnenr extraordinary responsibilities
brought him one small bottle of ChamIn carrying rich men and others of berlain's Colic, Cholera and Diarrhoea
large Income as passengers. Such nn Remedy as a last hope. A big dose
experience as the New York Cnral was given him while he was rolling
has had In the case of this disaster about on the ground in great agony,
was
might suggest the practice of having and In a few minutes the Jose
medpersons applying for transportation repeated. The good effect of the
state the amount of their Income and icine was soon noticed and within an
was taking his first
pay rates on a scale rising with the hour the patient
sound sleep for a fortnight. The one
Income.
little bottle worked a complete cure.
O. D. Shults of Kansas City has an and he cannot help but feel grateful.
season for bowel disorders being
airship to show for forty years of The
For sale
U at hand suggests this item.
If
and
and
toil
research
patient
all
by
druggists.
doesn't fly It ought to.
$15,-Oo-

"De word 'luck,' " said Uncle Eben,

"is Jes' a convenient way of 'splalnin'
how some folks dat you doesn't like
very much happens to get along so
well.' Washington Star.
Working Night and Day.

The busiest and mightiest little
thing that ever was made is Dr.
These pills
King's Ne Life Pills.
change weakness into strength,
into energy, brain-fainto
mental power. They are wonderful In
building np the health. Only 23c per
box. Sold by all Druggists.
g

The man who has too little confidence In himself generally has too
much In others.
No man or woman In the state will
hesitate to speak well of Chamberlain's
Stomach and Liver Tablets after once
trying them. They always produce
a pleasant movement' of the bowels,
Improve the appetite and strengthen
'
the digestion. For sale by all druggists.
, Success only knocks once at tha
door, but adversity will pound all Jay.
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Driven to Desperation.
' TEM.
Living at an out of the way place,
A Little Practice Makes One a Deft remote from civilization, a family is
often driven to desperation In case of
as a Professional.
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Wounds. Ulcers, etc. Lay In a supply
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MEADOW CITY HAPPENINGS
"When
tramp Is given cold victuals
Tour kindness Jo ofttlmes belictuala,
And if asked to work
He bowls like a Turk
And smashes tbo dishes and klctuals.
,

THE MILITARY BAND.
Last Night Bright
Prospects for Ensuing Year

Officers

Elected

At a meeting of the Las Vegas
band last, night the following
Military
this
conrert
ewnlng.
Bnsii operatic
officers were elected for the ensutn?
Montezuma clulj dance next Friday year: S. R. Dearth, president;. Prof.
Ehler, musical director; R. H. Rasper,
Bight.
assistant music,! director; E. 8'thlev,
Band concert in fhe Plaza park this principal musician; B. J. Harris, drum
major; II. W, Brown, secretary; H.
evenitiR.
C. Smith, treasurer; Chas. CunningRehearsal of A Texas Steer again ham and J. B. Johnston, librarians,
tomorrow night at the opera house.
Mr. Robt. Kanper will temporarily hold
the position of musical director until
Theer was frost on the Sauello
Trof. ntiler's health will permit blm to
to
night. Little damage
resume the directorship.
i
was done.
The band is In a highly prosperous
Prof. B, T. Dlair, the 'gifted viollu condition, and begins the work of an
other year with great expectations.
Artist, will be heard at the Buzzl conThe members hope to complete ir.
cert this evening.
rangements with the citizens of the
Conductor Dick Davidson left this west side for a weekly band concert
morning for his old home in Nova Such, a feature would prove rarely at
Scotia, to spend three months of leis- tractive during the summer.
ure among Bluenoscs.
CAPT. J. 8. LEA.
daughCapt. Jos. 8. Lea a historic charac
.
Eulalla, the
ter of Apolonio Gonsales, of Pletro ter in New Mexico is In the city for a
tumbre, died yesterday at that place few days, a guest at La Ponslon. The
captain was a brave and gallant offct fever and was burled today.
icer In the confederate service who
had the courage
The raffle for the benefit of St.
battle for what
he believed to be right. After the war
sanitarium was decided
he came to this territory and settled
The lucky man was Paul
at Roswell as the manager of the Lea
who held ticket No. C3.
cattle company, one of the wealthiest
is being corporations engaged in the stock bus
Considerable complaint
beard these days about stock running iness of the southwest. He was well
at large on the streets at ulght and known throughout tbo country not
destroying trees and other shrub- only as an excellent business man,
but as a high minded, honorable gen-

...

LAWN PARTY,

The lawn party given by tho Queen
Esther Circle of the M. E. church on
the spacious grounds of Mr. and Mrs.
J. C. Schlott last night was fairly well
attended. From the trees many Chinese lanterns were suspended and
flags and national colors were utilized
with artistic effect. From a little distance the grounds looked like a little
bit of fairyland. The effect was
In the nearer view by the
groups o fmerry folk who bad gathered
to enjoy the exercises.
The Normal band played Beveral selections. Ice cream, cake and lemonade were served. Everybody had the
nicest kind of a time, and the fun
was continued with zest until a late
hour,

This Clock to be Given Awajn
Here is

seven-year-old- -

to-d- o

s

-

The first crop of alfalfa
ern part of New Mexico
on the market.
If Is
duality and Is selling at
factory price.

the northhas been put
In

of excellent
a very satis-

e

Convention. .

C. Herlow,

Leather Suit Case.
Tlie clock is a full size, eight-dametal mantel clock;
height 12 incite, width 7 inches, weight 5 pounds heavily
gold plated, highly embellished and beautifully finished.
y,

said--

that a railroad spotter is
plymg his nefarious trade in the city
Just at present The boys are on to
him, however, so there is little danger of his doing any damage.
The matter of the guardianship of
laa child of Jesus Domlnguci was
Gccupylng the attenfon of the probAe
court this morning. There were two
Utyhu
JSLj9 a p join tm m .

"

LufBmtur4r erenlng at

Ban Martial Hugh 'Williams and Mrs. T. New-nawere joined In the matrimonial
O
bonds. The groom Is one of the most
i Follpe Garcia, the young man who
on
Rio
Grande
the
popular engineers
attempted to cut his father's throat
division, '
sometime since, was arraigned In the
There will be a meeting of the Justice's court of precinct No. S yes
Woman's Federation Friday afternoon terday and bound over to await the
at 3 o'clock at the city hall, Election action of the grand jury In the sum
of officer and other business of Im- of f 3,000. He was unable to secure
portance to come before the meeting. bondsmen ao reposes In the county
'A full attendance Is desired.
bastlle whore he will likely remain
until called upon to answer for his
Frank Blanchard, who has been Inhuman crime. His father Is reported
ployed In the grocery atdre of his as Improving fast and will recover,
'
father on the west sldo for some
ttoruh past lias resign
that po- Those taking part in A Toxas Steer
Utou and accepted one with tlie rs'l Indulged In another excellent
re
road company in the roan-- tcirt.
hearsal last night. This will without.
doubt be one of the most amusing
Six wagon loads of wool arrived
plays ever produced by home talent In
la the city this morning consigned to the
city. The situations are excelChas. Ilfeld. Wool Is coming In from lent and the climaxes
uproarious. It
the country now In large quantities Is a
comedy of the caliber that, made
and it is taxing the facilities of the
Hoyt famous and really possesses a
local merchants to handle It properly. well defined
plot which Is an unusual
The A. O. U. W. lodge held a well at occurrence in farce comedies of the
tended and
session last present day.
n

-

profitable
Rotbgeb was
6ecundino Romero drove down the
recorder and A. J. Werts. treasurer.
a ways yesterday to meet his
country
The Installation will take place at the
are
being
next regular meeting. The lodge Is flocks of sheep which
to
be
to
this
brought
dipped and
city
I
excellent condition.
sheared. He reports the flocks In ex
atra. Irad Cochran was very pleas- - cellcnt condition as well as stock of all
aauy surprised thla afternoon by hav descriptions while at for the range, he
tog several of her lady acquaintances says It looks like a garden as far at
walk In on her when she least ex the eye can reach.
pected them. She soon remembered,
Gilllo Ouerln, the young man wLo
fcowever, that this was her birthday
and then understood the call. A very drive for Boucher and who was
pleasant evening was spent by all tricked In the face by a horse the
other day was able to be out for tie
present
first time this morning.
He la ifThe Military band will give a grand ferine bo serious effocte from the In
concert and ball In the Duncan opera jury but he li far from being a beauty
house, Thursday evening, July 16th. to look upon. It will not do for him
Bail tickets are $1.00 per couple to call upon hla best girl for a week
Spectators' tickets In tho gallery 10 or two at least.
cents each. This will bo the first ap
The social session of the Fraternal
pearance of the band in new uniforms, and music for dancing will be Union tonight promises to be an unfurnished by the entire organization.
commonly enjoyable affair. Prcpara
tloni have been made which will
There was a sepptelte of angry men
the inner man and woman
at the Montesuma hostelry Monday guard
against the assaults of hunger, and
Ight. These gentlemen went to the an Interesting program, musical and
8
prlags expecting to take the
literary, will be rendered. One of the
o'clock car home. Tbey say no car most attractive features will be the
ran after 7 o'clock. At B:30 fhey address
by the Hon. O. A. Larrazolo,
started for home and hoofed it the one of New Mexico's finest orators.
aatSre distance. Amonir the numlior
was Conductor Dick Davidson, wbo Juan B. Maes. Puertoclto: Rayes
taa Intended to leave on the morning Jaramillo, San Ceronlmo; Jesus Abal
er
train for a visit In Nora la, Tecolote. were In the city this
fir-eag"a. When he reached the city, he morning with hides and
L
pelts for Robt.
C it enough energy left to enable K. M. Cullcn, the west
side dealer In
"
: ; to finish packing ao he waited a those commodities, '
? It eeems the lightning of tbo
F. O. Huber, the pleasant and accom
9e played havoc with the wires
(
were unable to ran ac- - modating clerk at the postofflce, was
3
' '
am bared among the sick today.
f tctaialo.
Bight.

'

a

0.
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See h

This is the Coupon to ask for.

Swell

'DON'

Address

'.

Fast

on

.

No. 1 was several hours late today,
the delay being occasioned by a wreck
In Shoemaker canyon.
Two or three
freight care jumped the track and
piled up, blocking the track, but do
ing only slight damage. No one was

hurt

Generally fair tonlBht and Thursday
was the weather predltelon received
here today. The temperature as taken
for yesterday read: Maximum. 89:
minimum. C5; precipitation, .15 of an
inch.
Anderson Brlnkley, well known here
years, recenity with the
Hnrvey house at Trinidad, has been
returned to his old place at the Cas- faneda.
In former

Miss Miller's niSKnlfiecnt contralto
voice will be heard by the people of
Las Vegas for the first time at the
Buixl concert this evening.

John Smith, for Ave years the effi
cient attendant In the Castaneda bil
liard room, has been transferred to
the Cardenas at Trinidad.
The Normal band will play
springs tomorrow evening.

at the
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45c
85c
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for
$1 90
and $5 Waist, for $3.60
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Trading Stamps with all Purchases.

Oppomito Oaataneda Hotel.

When at. tho depot pay us a visit.

"Don" Pure Rubber Heels
on Every Pair.

ILFELD'S

THE

ILFELD'S

Department,

Exclusive
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t IS

We Htvve

t

fabrics and
wool crashes. These garments are well tailored, nicely trimmed and perlect fitters.
n

1

Prices to cultCa to

Q1Q

1

We have a fine line of the latest style belts,
olain and
hand-carve- d.

1

Prlaoa from 20c to 01-0- 0

new Straw Hat. Call and see
the finest line in town all the latest styles,
ranging in price from

$5.00

Them; Four Grades and
ent Colors.

LOT,
LOT,
LOT.
LOT,

OOo to 0170 psr csrmant

i

When Best Goods and Lowest Price are Wanted, Call on
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Announcement Extraordinary!
Famous Celebrated Sorosis Petticoats

GREENBERGER,
IIHIIIIIHIIIIMIMIIIIimMMIIIMIIIIIIIIIIIU

IN BLACK ONLY.

SELL AT

Screen

1

1. SO,

$2.00, $2.50, $300.

Sorosis Pattern
Free. We furnish the latest Illustrated Fashion
Plates. These Petticoats are truly "beauties" and
sell on sight. Tbey ara manufactured In the most
scientific way; are a perfect fit and guaranteed to
give satisfaction. Also received a new line of

Green Vesotmbhm

I

..$1.25,

EACH petticoat has a coupon attached to It which
CH entitles you to a v .

EVERYDAYI
Country

PAP EN'S. I

Doors

;
at
$4,
$3.00, $3.50,
$5 nuA $0

which sell

ARBAGE CANS are required
by law. We will make to order any size wanted.
Shop
corner Grand and Douglas
avenue. HENRY A SUNDT.
"Vegas 'Phone 109.

AT

Bridge Street
Hardware Store

I

f IpRESH

j

We have the pleasure to inform our friends and
patrons that we have just received the

M

r

SUIT
SUIT
SUIT
SUIT

PEOPLE'S
REICH a COMPANY.

IMmJ

90ct

THE
THE
THE
THE

X

IIIIIMIIMIIIIIIIIIHIIIIIIIMmilllMIMMIWf

to 02,00 J

Complete line of summer underwear, in all
weaves and colors.
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S2.50
$3.50
$4.50
S5.50
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503 SIXTH STREET.

We carry the largest line of Negligee Shirts
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Genuine Panama Hats,

Prises,
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IF YOU SEE THEM YOU'LL. WANT ONE
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Colors, Hooks

and Suit Case.
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UNION MADE.

5old Plated Clock,

The newest effects in

. . 30c 75c WA'STS
. . 70c $1.25 Wcists
. $1 00 $2 00 Wais
. $1.65 $3.00 Waists

BACHARACH BROS.1

Watts.. "Quocn of tho Islo," DalbeyJ
Medley.. "Out on a Lark,",, DeWItt
March.. "Prectoria,"... Lanrendeau.

John Ludl, an employe at the round
house, was badly scalded yesterday
while working around an engine. He
was employed In repairing an engine,
when, owing to ome defect, a large
quantity of hot water spurted out of
a pipe and, striking htm on the shout
der, badly scalded his arm and back

50c WAISTS for ,
$1.00 Waists for , .
$1 75 Wiisis for . .
$2.50 Waists for .
$3.50 Waists for .

and Eyes,

Coupon No.

be ready as we Fire.

Aim to

Red

,

territory.

Shirt VJaiots

Bright

......
Selection..,. "Sncore,", ....Kiefer.
March., "Colonel Quay," ...... Losey

P. Trambley Is receipt of a complete
outfit of roller mill machinery, which
will be placed In position in his mill
on Mora avenue at once. He intends
to make other Improvements about the
mill and by the time the new machln
cry Is Installed ha will have one of
the most complete roller mills In the

I

worth from $4.50 to $8.50,00
your choice till July JOth....

Colt Skins,

....

The grand operatic concert to be
given at the Duncan this evening by
Chevallor Plotro BumI, the famous
Italian tenor, assisted by seventeen of
the leading singers of the city, will
be vastly pleasing to all lovers of fine
music. One complete act of the bean
tlful opera, Lucia de Lammermoor will
be presented. There will be solo, duet
and full chorus parts In pleasing va
riety. , The Italian artist will be at
hla best In this production.

anil Profits in

250 Trimmed Hods

Shoe
for N en

"Don"

Name

Men'

Destruction of Prices

Made From Imported

No

twolve-year-ol-

It is

Men's Department

you will get a coupon. A dollar
purchase entitles you to two coupons; $" to ten coupons, and o on.
.' - The number on each coupon is
detachablo(see
bclowjand
to be placed by tho customer in a
Boaled box.
Monday morning, .Aug. 31, some
disinterested person will draw a
coupon from the box, and the person holding the duplicate number
drawn, will receive the clock. A
secondjeoupon will then be drawn,
and the holder of the duplicate will
receive a

Pasiengers on No. 8 his morning
bound for the groat Christian Endeavor convention in Denver were Misses
Anna Herlow, Nellie Preston, Kesoe,

Brush Child Injured.
The following clipping taken from
tho San Francisco Examiner of July
3rd will be of interest to a number of
old friends of Rev. F. 8. Brush, who
the pulpit In the Presbyterian
tleman of courteous
and polished occupied
chnrch here for several years previous
manners, warmly welcomed every
where. He la a pioneer of Roswell to the coming of Rev. Norman Skin
ner:
and has clone much to
bring that
ALAMEDA, July 3. By the explos
lovely little city into public notice
and build It up to its present prosper ion of a toy cannon today. Spencer
son of the
Brush, the
ous condition.
He is the founder of the New Mexi Rev. Frank S. Brush, pastor of the
co Military institute, a member of Its First Presbyterian church, was badly
board of regents, at his home city, burned about the face and will prob
and has been foremost In the cause of ably lose the sight of an eye.
education In the Pecos valley.
Band Concert
It is to such pioneers as Captain Lea
band concert In
Regular
weekly
who spend their lives building for the
Following
benefit of mankind to whom honor Is Plaea park this evening.
program will be rendered:
due. ;
."Nlca-PanaCearln
The captain has many warm friends March ...
among the old timers anJ both they Overture..,. "Pysche,".,, Barnhouse
and the younger generation will al Schottlsche. , "Don't Forget to tell
me that you loves me, Honoy."
ways have for Captain Lea a warm
..
..Harris.
welcome to Las Vegas.
"''

LOOK AT THE

Commencing Monday, July 6,
with every 50o purchase in our

;'

Moore and Eva Mae Tucker, and E.
Word from the Colorado
capital says the hosts of the army of
Endeavorors are already beginning to
gather. The convention promises to
be the biggest one ever held. From
all Nw Mexico as many as seventy
delegates are scheduled to go, The
informal opening was the grand sacred concert in the big Endtavor
tent near City Park tonight. Tomor- tao program begins. Most elaborate
arrangements have been made by the
Endeavorer of the state to entertain
the vast throng of visitors.

Shirt Uaists For All. j

The Plan

Sat-wrJa-

Endcavorer

!

$1.00,

$2.O0,

OUR JULY CLEARING SALE

which starts tomorrow wc intend
to make a jjreat
success.

Great re

ductions lit nil departments will be made and thin sale will continue until Al'Ol'ST 1st. It would be Impossible to enumerate
TT MPBRIAL RESTAURANT Is the every Item, but it will pay yon to come and examine our CHEAT
favorite dining place of onr best BARGAINS and supply yourselves.
1 1

Rjnjup

76 Veas

II

1 1

L.W. ILFELD, Proprietor

,

people those who enjoy good
cooking and good
avenue.
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